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PREPARATION 0F A MOTION PICTURE TO AID IN TEACHING 
CLOTHING IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL HOivMAXING CISSES 

Chapter I 

Intro duc t Ion 

The Purpose of This Study 

The purpose of this study Is to plan a motion picture 
or a series of short notion pictures which is the outgrowth 

of at least one teacherts felt need for additional tools 
for teaching the clot1iin area of a junior high school home- 

makiri prograri. This particular study is limited to the 

development of an audio-visual aid presentin soiuie techniques 

of sewing. It developed from the viriter's lon experience 
in teachin clothing and her vital interest in audio-visual 
education, as well as her definite need for aid in teaching 

c1othin, skills iiiore effectively in a shorter length of 
class time. She hopes that it will serve as one device to 

make it possible to have time to reach the larer purposes 

of hoiaemakirx education in the junior high school in which 

she teaches. 

Stateiont of Homemaking Education Philosophy 

HomemakinL education Is that part of education 
for home and family livin which is centered on 
home activities arid relationships and which 
enables the individual to assume the responsi- bilities of homemakin. (21, p. 191) 

This definition of hornemakin&, education expresses the 

philosophy bhat has been exeiplIfied in homemakin, proraus 
across the nation for the past twenty-five to thirty years. 
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It recognizes first that homemaking education is only part 
of a prograi of education for hone and f aiiily living. Many 

other subject matter areas at áll levels of education make 

their contributions. This definition does indicate that 
honemakin education should be part of every young person's 
general education if by general education is meant that 
part of education which equips a person for his life as an 

individual, as a citizen, anc. a worthy home member. 

Statement of eneral Education 

As far back as 1918 the Commission on the heorganiza- 

tion. of Secondary Education of the i'Tational E.ducation 

Association recognized the need for honemaing education 
when they set up worthy homo me±ership as one of the Seven 

Cardinal Principles of ducation. i1ore recently, in 1938, 

the Educational Policies Commission of the National 

Education Association,when formulating a statement of 

policies for education in the United States, divided the 
purposes of education into four areas and four major 

objectives. One of these areas was that of "Home, f aiily 
and community living." The objectives of human relation- 
ships were broken down into: 

hespect for humanity 
iri endship 
Cooperation 
Courtesy 
Appreciation of the home 
Conservation of the home 
Homemaking 
Democracy 
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Statement of Vocational ducation 

From the first of the Vocational Acts, IIone Economics 

has been tied with the first two original areas of 

ocatiorxal Education: Agriculture, and Trade and industry. 

The authors of the first vocational education bills 
recognized that working conditions and improved earnings 

for workers in agriculture and industry would be of no 

value unless the wives of these workers utilized that 
finacial increase satisfactorily. Home Lconomics was 

then added to the oriirial bills so that women could 

receive homomakin. education while the nieri received 

education for improving their earning capacity. So, today, 

Home ;conomics is still a part of Vocational iducatioa. 
Funds are used to prepare certain types of wori rs for 
specialized earning fields in Home Economics, but it is 
more importait that it is reconized as fundaraental 

educaon for that area of living in which all people, irien 

and women, have a share -- homemaking. 

Thus it is seen that homemaking education is a part 
of education for home and fanily living and may be 

considered either as general education or as vocational 

education. This basic concept has been a part of the 

philosophy of homeiakix1b education for thirty years, 

although it may not have been a part o1 the practice in 

some schools. The curricului of homenakth education 
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today exprosse its philosophy as to Its place in e!ìora1 

education and vocational education. erta1i1y the tread 

in any curriculum dcv1opierit prora.. has long been away 

from th( oriina1 concept of cookia and sewing to oaø 

which 1c1udes no( only the areas of clothing, foods, aad 

nutrittoi, but also child developiriont aad care, faid1y 

economics, fartily relationships, and housia,, home 

furnishin&, and home equiprnent. 

tateient of Philoscphy of Teachi n (doth1n 

Clothing is only one area of th is tot al homemakiri 

prograci. he teaciin, of clothing involves lìelpin young 

people to bocoLae inteJ.lient consuiers through planning 

for their own arid their faiily's clothinh needs, throujì 

purchasing supplies for cons tructiaL clothiri,, tìrough 

constructing clothia, and finally through carinf ror 

their clothing. kurtherrure, IL helps yourlb people to 

develop sound consunLer habits throuh selecting ready-made 

garments. 

This area of homemaking offers opportunities to 

contribute £uther values which have not yet been explored 

fully bj homoLaking teachers and studeats. 
Vocational iducation in th Years Ahead puts it, 'e1l when 

it says 

One of the chiaf Drobliis laced by toacìe rs 
in this area LelothiaW i the pr5biei of provid- 
Ing learning experleaces for studouts that will 
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really help them to understand the social and 
economic problems which have developed through 
the years in all parts of the world as man has 
tried to meet his basic clothirì, needs. To give 
students increasinb insight into the relationships 
which exist between their clothing wants, their 
behavior in satisfying these wants, and the 

consequences of this behavior, is to assist them 
with one of the most important steps in their own 
self-education. (21, p. 210) 

The Setting and Limitation of This Study 

The writer is a teaci-r of homemaking ïri La Curnbre 

Junior fligh School, Santa Barbara, California. lier 

responsibility consistz of acting as head of the four- 

teacher Home Economics Department of this school, as well 

as teaching homemaking. For twenty-one years she taug1t 

foods and and closely related subjeets. In 1947 

the program in Home Economics of the Santa Barbara City 

Schools underwent a change. The La Cumbre Junior Hii 

School replaced a year of clothing in the seventh grade 

and a year of foods in the eighth grade with one semester 

of each in the seventh grade. Clothing as ari elective in 

the ninth grade was discontinued. Instead, a complete 

homemaking program was required of all ninth grade girls. 

These ninth grade classes were re-imbursed under the 

provisions of the ìeorge-Barden ¡ct. Now, instead of a 

full year being devoted to one area of Home Lconoxnics 

such as clothing, not more than ten weeks of a thirty- 

six-week school year is spent on clothing in the ninth 

grade. 



All of this has reant that the homernakin teachers in 
La Cumbre Jtnior Hii School must revaluate their teaching 

methods and find more effective ways of teadiin their 
students. They are faced with the problem of teaching 

girls to sew in a shorter period of time than before 1947. 

Formerly, their classes met daily for one fifty minute 

period. Under the earlier regime, this schedule ,ave then 

ample time to teach a number of the phases of c1othin 

thoroughly. Today, under the program that is not a new 

trend In education but which is new to this school, 

teachers have had difficulty in finding enough time to 

teach the skills of o1othin construction. 
Upon entrance into junior high school as sevent. 

raders the girls who make up the classes which the writer 
teaches are very interested in sewing. any ol' them have 

never had an opportunity to sew at home. They are active, 
enthusiastic youngsters who like to "do things". They are 
primarily interested in themselves. homemaking activities, 

therefore, must be based on these interests. This means 

that each article to be made should be personalized, 
something the girls can wear and display, something that 
can be made in a comparatively short period of time, and 

sonthin; tìiat includes the basic skills of clothing cons- 

truction a junior high girl should know. 



Large classes and short periods mean tbat the classes 
should be democratically and systematically organized. 
iffective teachin methods should be used if the girls are 
to learn the basic skills on which future work is developed. 

iurthermore this means that a teacher needs to select 
fundamental materials. he needs to teach a few thin,s 
and teach them well. The fundamental purpose of the 
junior high school is general education. lar too frequent- 
ly, however, in trying to provide a broad education, the 
junior high school teacher may forget she is also laying 
the foundation for future learning. he may skim the 
cream by trying to "cover the subject" and this practice 
may orten result in failure to teach anything thoroughly. 
hecognition of the fact that students will learn only 
what they are ready to learn also means that the delimIta- 
tion of the junior high school clothing unit is very 
necessary. 

Later, as previously indicated, when these seventh 
rade girls become ninth graders, they are all required to 

take the course in enera1 homemaking. Thus, whereas the 
ninth grade teachers in La Cumbre Junior High School 

previously had groups of girls who elected clothing 
because they were especially Interested in sewing, they 
now have students with varied interests and abilities. 
Combined with this problem are those of overcrowded 



classes and the fifty minute class period. Ingenuity is 

necessary to do effective teaching in the present classes. 

This situation offers a challenge to even an experienced 

teacher. 

Under these conditions, it is difficult for all 

pupils to grasp the meaning of talks, demonstrations, 

discussions, or even displays of models. The pupils 

seated In the rear of the classroom mIht have particular 

difficulty in seeing and hearing. The outcome is that 

the teacher must repeat her demonstrations a nuiber of 

times from different positions in the classroom in order 

for all to see and hear. In addition there are always 

those who need individual Instructions or further 

demonstrations. Needless to say, such additional help 

takes up a considerable auìount of time which, at the best, 

is very short. 

Facing this problem, the writer felt the need of an 

effective audio-visual teaching aid, which would enable 

the entire class to see and hear at the saale time. This 

meant that a device had to be found or one created that 

would present the proper handling of sewing equipment 

arid the necessary instructions for establishing good sewin6 

techniques. 1urthermoro the device or method selected 

needed to be one that would be easily understood and at 

the same time would show in a quick, clear, and concise 



way the details of the desired skill. 

Dorns (6, p. 3) says, "Much is said in recent 
tiznes about efficiency in work and economy of 
time. These two factors are just as necessary 
and important in the educational field as in 
industrial and comaercial life. Hence there is 
need of f iridin as many effective service 
agencies as possible to increase the efficiency 
of the teaching process. kaong these agencies 
Is to be listed whatever increases the appeal 
and clarifies the matter to be astered for iuch 
an agency aids economy and thus frees time for 
other efforts.11 

It is pointed out in Vocational Lducation in the 

Years Ahead (21, p. 210): 

There seems to be considerable promise for 
clothing education in some of the teaching 
devices worked out in connection vith wartime 
military and industrial training programs. 
The usual way of teaching sewing skills can 
be improved throngh time and managenent studies 
and moving pictures which illustrate simple 
processes step by step. 

Statement of the Problem 

Because the writer teaches in a school where (1) the 

homemaking education curriculum includes all areas of 
Home Economioa with c1othIn. as only one phase; (2) 

homemaking is being required of all girls in junior high 

school; (3) the allotted time for homemaking class is 

limited; (4) the classes are large; (5) the alloted time 

for any one unit in homemaking is limited, she feels a 

definite need for an effective teaching aid to help 4rls 
develop their skill in sewin). 
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Therefore, the purpose of this study is to plan a 

series of motion pictures to be used in teaching c1othin 

construction teciiniques to junior hii school tirls. One 

of the series will be produced as a part of this study. 

Although homeiniig education is planned for all ages 

of men, women, boys, and girls, and at all levels of the 

educational program, this study is limited to cousideratiDn 

of a clothing unit which is only one subject matter area 

of a broad homemaking prograxn offered to junior high 

school 4rls. The study is also limited to the problem 

of developin one type of teaehinb device, an audio-visual 

aid, to be used in teaching one of the areas of clothing. 
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Chapter II 
heview of Literature atid Procedure 

Introduction 

A honiemakin teacher uses many audio-vsuai aids in 

her teach1n of' clothing. he demonstrates some of the 

phases of oloth1n as: strai&1tenui-1 material, shrinking 

material, £ittin a dress, cuttin bias, arid hanin, the 
hem of a garment. 

She employs objects or models oí objects as essetial 
teaching aids, such as: exhibits of textile fibers, 
ex&ples of seam finishes or of construction stitches, 
swatches of materials of different fibers as well as of 

different colore. 
Wall charts and different forms of still pictures 

are constantly used to provide illustrations of sewing 

techniques, inforation on clothing selection or color 

selection, and directions for good grooming. 

All of tuiese teaehin aids are indispensible, but 
rio one of them is enough. Th.e writer felt the urgent 
need of another aid to help er in the teaching of a unit 
in beginning clothing constructIon to a class of home- 

making girl8 of junior high school age. 

In order to deterciine what type of teachin aid 

would serve this purpose best, lt was necessary for the 

writer to review literature in the field of audio-visual 
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aids to determine the procedure to follow In rnakixi the 

study. Hence the rentainder of this chapter includes a 

corabination of the procedure followed in the present studr, 

documented by authorities in the field of audio-visual 

education. It is divided into two distinct parts. Part 

i: is concerned with different types of visual aid used 

in education, as well as a enera1 review of the literature 

on educational motion pictures. This section also ivea 

the steps for the preparation and production of education- 

al films. The emphasis In Part II is on what is taught 

to junior high school girls in the clothing unit of home- 

msiing classes at La Cumbre Junior H14i School. it also 

contains a review of films and other visual aids available 

for use in teaching clothing; and lt lists the c1othin 

techniques needed to be included in the films planned as 
a part of this study. Finally this section presents the 
steps taken in producing the motion picture "Hanging and 

Finishing a Hem". 

Part I 

Types of Visual Aids 

What is a visual aid? The writer found that a 

recognized authority (12, p. 9) has defined it as any 

picture, model, object, or device which provides concrete 

experience to the learner for the purpose of: (1) intro- 

ducing, building up, enriching, or clarifyin, abstract 
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concepts, (2) deve1op1n desirable attitudes and (3) 

stimulating further activity on the part of the learner. 

The various visual aids (12, p. 9-16) may be classified 

and briefly described as: 

(1) The School Journey. By this means the student 

is brought in direct contact with the situation. 
It Is consLdered the most accessible and least 
expensive of visual aids. 
(2) i1useumiÁaterial. This deals with anythinth of 
three dimensions, for whatever students can see and 

touch fascinates them. This may be a regular 

object or a model or an object in miniature or "nook 

up" form. 

(3) Motion Pictures. The notion picture has become 

one of the most powerful aids to education, ror lt 

adds notion to the pictorial experience. With the 

addition or sound and color, the illusion seems 
real. 
(4) Still Pictures. These are the most readily 
available o1 the visual aids. They may be obtained 
from magazines, newspapers, books, or they may be 

purchased from commercial houses. Different forms 
or these are: 

(a) The stereograph, which is a pict'e tLat 

bivos the impression of having three dimensions 
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when viewed through a stereoscope. It is used 

for individual instruction. 

(b) Lantern slides, which produce pictures of 

two dimensions when projected on the screen. 

These cari be used readily for class instruction 

to show steps in a process. 

(e) The filu strip, which is a roll of filin 

carrying positive irna,es on a screen. Sorne are 

accompanied by sound recordings and others by 

scripts. 

(d) I'he flat picture, which may be found In news- 

papers, magazines, advertising displays, and 

books. Any picture may be projected for class 

instruction by the use of the opaque projector. 

(5) GraphIc Materials. These helps Include caitoons, 
maps, charts and graphs. 

As a result of this study of different types of visual 

aids, the writer concluded that the motion picture would 

best serve the needs in her teaching situation. lier 

thinking in this matter was influenced by the authorities 

whose opinions are presented in the following section. 
Motion Pictures 

Authorities on visual education expressed a common 

opinion that iiotion pictures have many advantages over 

other visual aids. They all agree that the motion picture 
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is a powerful medium of education, for lt is effective in 
ostab1ishin ideas, attitudes, and actions of people. 

(10, p. 23) expre3es the opinion that picturea 
are able to perforan one or a combination or tiireo 

functions, namely: (i) to show that sornethin, looks like, 
(2) to shot how soxuethin orks or how it is done, and 

(;) to show how somethin happens. Any type of picture 
can show what something looks like, but only a motion 

picture cari show how soiiethin works or how it j done op 

how soiuething happons. This is because the motion picture 
is unique in that it can portraï continuity of action. 
in performin.. tLis function the motion picture :as at it 
disposal all the powers or the telescope and the micro- 

scope to rnanae distance and its own unique power to 

manipulate time. 

A motion picture film, then, would be an eÍfectve 
riediuiu by which to dìionstrate the ìteps or techuiques of 
any skill, making the procedure visible to all pupils and 

from any position in the ciassroo1i. Dale (3, p. 195) 

brinba out the fact that the motion picture is a roup 

device, and tat one of the great vsìues of a film is 
that it can be used for group showiu. He also emphasizes 

the fact that no machine can displace a teacher but that 
the rna chine cari help the t o aoh r to make he r t e achin, more 

effective. 
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Hobari (11, p. 70) warzi us that educational 1lrns 

muet deal cogently with facts, ideas, and principles which 

iiust be presented In such a way that they will be under- 

stood by specific age and grade levels. 

To quote Hoban (10, p. 20): 

school films must fit into the curriculum; they must 
help teach what t1 school Is Intended to teach. 
i8ny funs ruade for the t1&ater do fit ixio the 
cu:rlculuni of the school and others riay be edLted so 
as to contribute to the curriculum. But the films 
that are to serve th curriculum best should be ade 
exclusively for school use, eared into the interests 
and abilities of children of different giades, and 
closely correlated with the basic subjects arid 
objectives of the school. 

ranet (4, p. 294) belIeves that an experienced 
teacher who Is interested and has developed sone ability 

in motion picture nakin can iaIce a definitely worthwhile 

contribution by raking funs which are suit le for 
teaching aids. Hoban (11, p. 104), in writin; about 

demonstration teaching filnis, seconds this belief when he 

says: 

With this kind of teaching film, . . . more prepara- 
tion, moro planning, more rehearsing, iore thought, 
more tiraing, more selection of just the right delivery 
goes into the ten, twenty, or thirty minutes of 
instructional thus occupied by the film than almost 
any other comparable period of teaching. 

Charac tens tic s of Iduc ationa]. Films 

After due consideration of the types of audio-visual 
aids the author decided to uso a motion picture or a 

series of short motion pictures to serve as the aid she 
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would develop for teaching clothing to junior high school 

girls. Tl over-all title selected for the film was 

"Learning to Sew", 'ith the topic of each individual 

short film to be used as a sub-title. Investigation into 
the characteristics of educational films showed that 

authoritIes (4, p. 260) (10, p. 62) (11, p. 57-58; 92; 

97-98; 100; 103) believed the following items were 

essential criteria for selecting and judging any good 

educational film: 

1. The contents of the film should take into 

consideration the experieace and the background of the 

student s. 

2. 1 subject matter must have a relationship to 

the interests, abilities and general needs of a specific 

age group. 

3. The film should provide for the extension of 

the experiences by both the pict'twe and the words. The 

stonts should be shown what something looks like, as 

well as how 1t works or how it is done; and through the 

commentary they should acquire the right ru.ìes for the 

processes. 

4. The film should motivate the students to try to 

accomplish the activities portrayed. 
5. Action in a picture is more effective than 

people talking about action. 
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6. LlLht humor, unusual association, repetition, 
and dramatic incidents are factors that may help to 
determine whetr or not the fIlm contents will be 

reiembered. Too much humor in a film, however, nay weaken 

it as a teaching aid. 
7. An educational film must be so paced that the 

audience can absorb what is shown on the screen. 
a. The scene must romain ori the screen long 

onouh for the audiero to absorb the iriforuation, 

b. Complicated sces should be repeated to 
ensure adequate absorption. 

e. A pause on the screen f o11owin an 

Important sequence helps to croate a "mental 

settling down". 

d. Repetition with variation Is known as the 
"law of 1earnIn"; there must be a variety of 

scoyìos arid situations relatin, to the pattern that 
the filin intends to develop. 
8. Xn enora1 the story treatment, characterization, 

or other uses of ixitorest-catohin technIq.xes may be xsod 

in a teachIng filin. 

9. A deionstration film should contain the ti,ree- 

fold approach, that is, te1lin, s1owiriL, and doing. 

lo. The commentary must be: 

a. simple but explanatory. 
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b. interest provokiri and question raisiné;. 

e. in the language understood by the specific 
ago group it is intended for. 

d. capable of dir ectin the audience towar4 

a nstery of the subject. 

11. Teaching films require a particular basic 

structure. 
a. The film should open on a f ariiliar situation 

which calls for a certain knowledge in order to net 
the situation. 

(1) The audience identifies itself with 

t} situation and subject presented in the filin. 
(2) The situation supplies an incentive 

to pay close attention to the filin, and thus 

learn from it. 
b. The information or skill is presontod in 

detail with commentary suitable to the age, exp&ience 

and background of the audience. 

e. After the detailed demonstration and expia- 
nation, the main points of the stuaton are 

reviewed and summarized. 

U. The probleu is turned toward the audience 

and the filIn closes in such a way that the audience 

is left with a desire for continued iearnin. 
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12. After completion of the explanation, the film 

often returns to the opening situation or to the same 

group in a similar situation. 

13. At the end comes a final clinching summary and 

review of the main points. 

14. A new teaching technique is "leaving the film 

open at the endtt. 

a. The subject Is turned to the audience. 

b. The audiance is not fully satisfied. 

(1) It has questions that It must answer 

for Itself. 

(2) It is challenged to make further 

inquiry. 

(3) It feels oblied to o and do in like 

manne r. 

From theae sugest1ons the device on the followinb 

page was set up to evaluate an educational film. The 

device will be used. later in chapter III to eva1ute the 

work print of the film that is the outcome of this study. 
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Check Sheet for Evaluating an ducationa1 FiLa 

Title 

Characteristics es ¿o 

1. Content on level with experieuce arid 
backbround of pupils 
a. Opens on familiar situation 
b. Calls for certain knowledge to meet 

the situation 
c. Motivates students to try to 

accoraplish the activities portrayed 
2. Subject natter iets 

a. Interests 
b. Abilities 
c. Needs 

. Provides for extension of experience 
a Show s t s o tnin looks like 
b. Shows hovi it works or it is done 
o. Presents skill in detail 
d. Gives the right nares for the 

processes in coinraentary 

4. Contains factors for rernebering 
a. Light huruor 
b. Unusual association 
o. Repetition 
d. iirara tic incident 

b. Interest catching techniques 
a. Story treatment 
b. Characterization 
o. Others 



Characteri8tics 

6. Paced for absorption 

a. Long enough on the screen 
b. Complicated scenes repeated 
e. Hepetition with variety of' 

ecet1s arid sItuations 
7. ContaIns the three-told approach 

a. Telïin 
b. Showing 
C. Doing 

8. Simple Commentary 

a. .Lnterest provokiri and question 
raising 

0. In langiiae understood by the 
specific ao group 

c. Directs students toward mastery of 
the subject 

9. Suirnnary at enti 

a. Final clinching 
b. ieview of iain points 

Yes tNo 

22 
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Minimum Equipment Necessary for the Production of an 

ducationa1 Film (4, p. 296) 

After dec1din to make a motion picture, the author's 
second step In this study was to deteriirie the minimum 

equipment necessary for an educational film. From reading 
matter in the field of cinematography, from infornation 

athered in classes in visual education at Oregon state 
College, and from discussion ol' the problem with both 

amateur and professional photographers, the writer has 

decided that the following is the minimum list of equip- 

ment necessary for the production of a sound film in 
color 

1. A 16 nun caaera with a projection speed rate of 
twenty-four frares per second. It is essential that the 
caniera have a film capacity of one hundred feet. 

2. A tripod in order to hold the caiera stationary. 
This is considered almost as necessary as a camera. 

Photo-flood bulbs as a source of liLht for indoor 
film iiak1n. It Is necessary that tse iave suitable 
reflectors. The photo-flood bulbs come in three sizes; 
no. i is approximately equal to a lanip of 750 watts, 
no. 2 is twice as powerful as no. 1, and no. 4 is four 
times as powerful as no. 1. 

4. A suitable lens. The size of the lens Is 
determined by a marking of "f" followed by figures. A 
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lens marked £/1.9 is more versatile than one marked f/Z.5 
as this lens can take pictures with niuch less light. A 

wide angle iena is used to include a greater area without 
moving the caitera. ruhe telephoto lens is used to magnify 

the subject. 
5. A light exposure meter. This is essential to 

establish the correct lens setting. 
6. A tape for nieasurin distance. A steel dieasure 

is preferable. 

7. Type "A" kodachrome color film for indoor picture 
making. 

8. A good editing outfit. This should consist of 

viewer, splicer, and rewnds. 
Techniques for Filming 

In order to make a motion picture to be used as a 

teaching aid the writer next had to dete.xuizie the basic 
positions in filniiflg a picture. She gatiiered this infor- 
mation from classes in audio-visual education, f ron the 

literature on the subject, and fm her own experience. 
The wise utilization of basic positions of the motion 

picture camera is essential for satisfactory productions. 
There are three main positions: the long, the medium, 

and the close shots. These positions may be varied by 

placing the camera in between any two of the positions 
naxied. 
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1. The 1b shot, which in f11ii1ri is abbreviated 

L, is taken far enouji away to include the whole scene. 

It establishes the settin or locality of the specific 
action v:hith is to follow, and introduces the subject to 

the audience. 

2. Tl nediui shot, or MS, Is taken, as the nane 

implies, at a iaiddle distance. This shot narrows the 

subject down and identifies any important parts of the 

scone or action bein perforxed. 

5. Soni-close-up, vhich is abbreviated ECU, is taken 

by placin the camera between the medium and the close-up 

positions. 

4. Close-up, or CU, provides detailed observation 

Of t1e izupor tant parts or action being observed. I'his is 

a fundamental scene which takes up almost the whole screen 

when projected. 

5. Extroie close-up, or ECU, iS used on vers small 

objects. 

Anale shots add vario ty to the basic shooting pos itlms. 
They are usually made after the all-inclusive scone by 

mov in the c ae ra into dif ferent Positions t angle 

shots should be close-ups. One seldom has too many close- 
ups. iigit angle shots aro to be avoided. 

Another variation in the basic shots is the use of 
the tele-photo lens to produce telescopic photography. It 
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is ed to span ditaucs or to increase the size of a 

remote object or to enlare that wìich is close at hand 

but too siall to be sesìi coiifortably. It can easily be 

seen that as the size increases, the size of the field 

of action in a shot decreases. 

Color in motion pictures helps portray dstaxice. 

Contrasta are enhanced b;' its U3e and color ivos a 

feelin of alivexss. To iae colored filais indoors, 

one must use Type"A" Kodachrome film, which is an indoor 

filin. The use of photo-flood lights with this type of 

film is a reconixaendod procedure. 

It was next iiecessary for the author i organize 

her in1ornatton about shooting the picture. (b, p. l2- 
124) Since a motion picture oara can be placed at 
various ariles, motion pictures are particularly adapted 

to bhe teaohin.b of the skills. A small space with 

sufficleut ligkitin, and a minimum number of characters 
is required for producin a demonstration teaching film. 

(11, p. 104-105) hen this has boon arraflged arid the 

equipment selected there are aonio rules one may follow 

before photographing in order to avoid wasting expensive 

L i 1m: 

1. Determine the proper lens setting by using a 

reliable exposure meter. A reading should be taken for 
each situation or change iii the setting. 
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2. The ].erises should be kept immaculately olean, for 

the leaat bit of dust or oil hs a tendency to distort the 

picture. A soft, lintloss linen cloth may be used to 

clean a lens, but it is best to use lens cleansin tissue 
which is made especially for this purpose. 

3. The oanera should be kept clean arid well oiled 

iri order to produce the best results. It is advisable to 

follow the instruction book that ooes with the oaera. 
4. In order that the caiiiera will be steady at all 

times the tripod should be used. Lt is impossible to hold 

a motion pic turo cae ra steady in the hands. 

5. An entire soer should be photographed at one 

time. Asùnple rule is to count slowly to ten for any 

scene. The length of the scene may be increased as needed 

to complete the action being taken. Short exposures or 

tits aro not satisfactory and are wasteful of film. 
6. To insure satisfactory results, action shots 

should betaken at an angle of about thirty degrees. 

7. Proper filters should be used whomever possible 

as they help to ;ivo a truer recording of color gradations 
and smoothness of the detail. 

8. Front lighting of people is best on color film. 
9, A roll carra should be loaded in the shade or 

dim light in order to prevent the edges of the fIlm from 

"fogging". 
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10. The photorapher should not "pane' the Gainera. 

If the oaira is turned from one point to snother, except 

at very high speed,the result will be a jerky picture. 
il. Half-$peed and slow motion variations should be 

used only when necessary. To ilow down action, pictures 
may be taken at sixty-four or thIrty-two frames por 

second, which, when projected at twenty-four fraes per 

second, slows down the motion. Upon projection, pictures 
taken at half speed register rapid action ori the screei. 

12. Framing (7, p. 92) is any use of the foreground 

to help set off the background by producing, depth ax 

contrast which prevents flatness. For this the finder 
on the canera is used. 

13. Ti-e art composition principle that the horizon 
line be one-third or two-thirds of the way up in the 

picture applies a130 to motion pictures. The nature of 

the scene determines which proportion should be used. 
A t all ti ze 8 t e re should b e pic tur e b al anc e. 

Jditing the Film 

After the film has been exposed and processed, 

editing is necessary. This consists of putting the right 
things in the riht places and insortiIiL) proper axplana- 

tory titles ahead of each scena. suggestions that will 
assist in editiri, aro: (5, p. 124) 
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1. Cut out scories of poor quality, for if left in 

they will spoil an otherwise ood film. If necessary 

retake the scenes that are inferior and aplico thon into 

the proper position. 

2. Attractive tItles should be used. Lferior ax 

cheap-appearin titles nay spoil a fUni that is otherwise 

satisfactory. !ities cari be made by the aiateur, but in 

¿erø rai it is niere satis factory to have an experienced 

title maker prepere then. lurtherniore, he is able to 

make sueationa as to the niost attractive way to arrange 

the titles. 
3. SplIce the film carefully for ¿ood splices are 

essential if the film is to run snoothly in the projector. 
Jollow the instructions tiat como with the splicing 
outfit. 

4. ever show the film to an audioìce until it is 
edited, for invariably ari unedited picture leaves a poor 

imp re s s io ri. 

b. If the film is one that is to be used extensively 

have a duplicate negative prepared from which additional 

prints nay be nade. Save the original film. 
Sound Pictures (4, p. 294) 

The correct speed for sound ori film is twenty-four 

frames per second instead of sixteen fraxs as in silent 
pictures. it is coiiatderd less costly for an amateur to 
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make a sound film if he takes the picture in the normal 

way except at a speed of twenty-four 1'ranes er second. 

After the film is completed and edited have a 

recordin, laboratory add the sound track. hen the sound 

is added after the final editin it will run smoothly 

througbout the picture. 

In order to accomplish this, one must have a work- 

print made from the original film. The editinL,, is done 

ori the ork-print. when the film is satisfactory, prepare 

a typed narration script. This script needs to have about 

three words per foot of edited film. The narration is 

spaced and written parallel to the scene description. 

Next the background music is selected. Other instructions 

that may. be necessary are written on this sheet. The 

edited work-print, narration script, music and other 

instructions plus the original film are then sent to a 

racordin, laboratory. The recrdin laboratory edits the 

original film a000rdimb to the work-print and adds the 

sound trak. 
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Part II 
Introduction 

In order to outline the film to be made in this study 

it was necessary (i) to detenrì.ine exactly what the writer 

teaches in clothing units to junior higli school 4rls; 
(2) to review the audio-visual aids which deal with the 

teachiri; of c1othin, and which are now available; (3) to 

check the contents of the available films aathst what 

she teaches in order to deter une in what areas of her 

teachinb there would be no film available; (4) to set up 

the film to be produced. 

Outline for Teaching Beginning Clothing 

In order to ascertain precisely what films were needed 

for teaching sewiriL to junior high school girls in Santa 

Barbara it was necessary to outline the subject matter 

included iii the c1othin unit. A detailed outline of this 

subject matter is included iii the appendix (Page 131 ). 
This outline is documented by selected reference books for 

high school homemakinL classes. 
lieviow of Audio-Visual Aids 

All available motion pictures and filmstrips related 

specifically to the subject of sew1n, were previowed and 

studied carefully by the writer. Vall charts and other 

visual aids on the subject were also studied as sources 

of teaching aids. 
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The fiLn strip Suio iIkes a L'ress (30) which is 
sponsored by Simplicity Pattern Company, Bates Fabri Inc., 

and Talon ducational Service is sn excellent teachiri aid 

for many of the steps in clothing. It is especially 
effective for techniques in thich it is not necessary to 

show action. It ,ives rules for choosin a pattern and 

guides for choosing a fabric. It tells hoL to determine 

the amount of material needed and how to determino what 

tr1mnì1ns are necessary. It illustrates very clearly how 

to fold material in order to out bias; how to draw a 
crosswise tkead in order to have a cutting line to even 

off the oids of material; also how to straighten material 
by pulling diagonally. It illuB tratos how to alter 

patterns, how to lay the pattern on the material, ho to 

cut out the arment wi th the notche s cut "out" in point a 

and not into the sean allowance It shows how to make 

and cut tailor's tacks. Steps to follow In setting in a 

sleeve are given. rj00 illustrations of finished plain 
SOSJILS are shown, -- pinked, overcast, and turned arAd 

stitched. it illustrates how a basted dross should fit 
arid gives pointers ori how to stitch. Seven steps show 

hoí to put in a slide fastener. It is seiit free to a hone- 

making department so that it may be available at all tines. 

Several 16 sound motion picti'es that show some 

phases of clothing construction have boe produced either 
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in color or in black a;id white. Associated F1].ris are the 

distributors for a motion picture in color entitled Girl 
COUt8 E2 iashion ('1). Thi3 picture was produced by 

Bates kabrics, hic., in conjunction with the Aiaerican 

Girl ia6azirie. Lt shows a troup of Girl Scouts interested 
in a hone sewin, project. Emphasis is p]aced upon pattern 
selection for the individual type, also upon color suitable 
for the individual in relation to hair, eyes, skin. 
Iabric selection in reward to durability, color fastness, 
shrinkability as well as suitability for the pattern 
selected is brought out. Very little is shown of the 
actual construotion of the gariueiits. It shows girls model- 

iu dresses and play clothes that either have been nade or 
can h iade at home. 

Young Amerlo an ì'i].ins, Inc., have prodùc ed a serie s 

of six short motion pictures on sewing. Thìese are in black 
and white. Sein Simple seams (36) was produced unier the 
advice of Thelma eddel, Home Economist at Ilaskell 
Institute. The filin shows the preparation and sewing of 
six simple Beaus tiìat are coxrmioruly used in sewing. Finiahel 

garments are shown in which the seams being demonstrated 

have been used. }Smphasis is placed upon the idea that 
simple seams are the basis of all good sewing. The selec- 
tion of the seam depends upon the type ol' garment and the 

kind of material used. The first step in each case was 

to make a plain seam. The filin shows how plain seais are 
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pinked, overcast, turned and stitched, or bound. It 

further shows top-stitching of plath seams to strengthen 

the sesxis or for decorative purposes. FiiLally catch 

stitobd seaas are shown for heavy material. The last 
step in all six of the methods of finihin the plain 
seam is shown to be careful pressing in order to insure 
£ood tailoring. 

Helen Lohr, Professor of home Loonomics, University 
of Kansas, acted as advIsor for the other five films. 
Sewing hindamantals (33) begins by demonstratiri, a good 

sewin position. sewing is one of the practical arts, 
and although the tools for sewing are simple they must be 

understood and used correctly. The film describes (1) 
thimbles -- selection and use; (2) pins -- size, selection 
and use; (3) needles -- selection, size, kinds, and 

method of threading; (4) threads -- proper use of plain 
cotton, mercerized cotton, and silk; (5) measuriri 

devices -- the qualities o1 a good tape measure, some 

manufactured gauges and how they aro used, and a dexnoris tra- 
tion of how to make a auo from a strip of cardboard; 
(6) tailor's chalk -- colors and use; (7) cuttin. tools -- 
the difference between scissors and shears, and their use; 
the use of pinking shears; (8) pressing tools -- the tools 
most commonly used, as the electric iron, the steam iron, 
pressin cloth, pressiri pads, the sleeve board and the 
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ironing board; the difference between ironing and pressing 
and the ue of the pressing tools; (9) the sewing machine 

-- the proper pos turo at the sewing .naahino and the 

threading of a sewing iathiae including pulling both 

threads uxer the pressure foot and to the back of the 

head with the take-up lever at its highest point so as not 

to pull the thread out of' the needle when starting to 

s ti t ch. 

ewing -- Characteristics and Handling of Materials 
(34) shows tk handling of cotton, vool, and rayon 

iiatorals based on (1) the garaent pattern to be used, 

(2) the purpose of the garment, and () ihe ability of the 

seatstress. Cotton material is reconLrended for the 

beginner, wool xuaterial for those with sorne experience, 
and rayon for advanced students. 

In the film Sewing -- Pattern Interpretation (35) the 

markings and instructions used in commercial patterns are 
explained. These iiarkings are straight-of-rabric, ede 

of pattern, seam lines, fold of naterial, ooiter markings, 
darts, buttonholes. the explanation covers the four 
coinzuercial patterns most generally used today; these are 
Simplicity, iutteriok, cCall, and Vogue. )ther points 
brouJit out in the film are : (1 ) pinning the pattern on 

the material with the pins perpendicular to the cutting 
edge; (2) keeping the work flat when cutting; (3) cutting 
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notches av;a from the pattern, riot toward it; (4) usin, 

notohes arid other niark for their real purpose of ].ocat- 

Ing the matchiiì parts of a gariaent; (5) uslrk. tailor's 

tacks to transfer markings to the material. The £nakiri 

and cuttin of tailor's tacis is vory elee.rly deronstrated. 

In the fiLa ewir1g Advauced Seaas (32) the demoritra- 

tor first 9hows a finished ¿arnieat in which the seaii has 

been used. The seans ds:nonstrated step by step are French 

sean, flat fell seam, tuck seani and welt seu . 

Sewin, -bude Jasteriere (37) bives the step-bystep 
process of fitting and sewiri;. slide £astners in three 

different places: (1) the neck openin of a blouse, (2) 

the openin, of a skirt, and (3) the placket of a dress. 

A number of wall charts for classroom use are 

available. The Siiplicity Pattern Conipany has put out a 

series of charts: Your Pattern and Ho to Use It (29), 

Your Dress StQp fl Stop (28), What ize Are You? (27), 

Pattern Alterations (23), arid ?k 3est Colors for Your 

Type. (24) These are excellent teachin, aids. They show 

the essential steps very clearly. 

Talon .L4ucat...onal Service are distributors for a set 

of three wall charts Application of Slide ìasteuers (22) 

which show the application of slide fasteners in neckline, 

as well as skirt and dress plackets. It is the writer's 

opinion that these charts cannot be excelled in depictin 
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the step3 of app1yirì, zippers in the three positions 

naxie cl. 

The Siner Sewing 1achir Company cari furnis±i wall 

charts for the various niodels of their sew1n machines 

which shov the threading of the head a:id the threading of 

the bobbin. Thsse cìarts a2e large enough to be sen 
comfortably from most positions in the classroom. This 

company also publishes Student's 1anual of iJachine Sewiri 

(19), which gives heneral instructions for the care and 

the uso of the sowinL. nracxine. It also depicts and 

describes the principal parts of tne sewing machine. 

As oertainin t he Clothin Contruo ti on Proce s se s Contained 
in Certain Available .L1ducational l'ilrns aùd Other Visual 

J' ids 

The contents of tire foregoing films and charts were 

cbe eked aai:s t an abbrevia ted form of the outline l'or 

teachin, be1nruin, c1othin, (Apperidix, p. 131). The results 

of this check arc iven in tabular fornì in the follo';iin 

soc ti on. 
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Data of C1ot1i1n. Construction Processes Contained in 

Certain Available Educational FiLns and Other Visual Aids 

Films and Other Visual Aids 

Films trips 
A. Suzie Makes a Dress 

Motion Pictures 
13. Girl Scouts are in Jashion 
C. Sewing Fundanientals 
I). ewin, Simple eais 
i. 3ewin -- Characteristics and 

k1andlin of aterials 
F. Sewing -- Pattern Interpretation 
u. SewirL Advanced Leas 
H. Sewing Slide Faste.uors 

Charts 
I. What Size Are You? 
J. Your Pattexn and How to lise it 
K. Pattern Alterations 
L. Your Dress Step by Step 
M. The iest Color for Your Type 

Outline for Teachin, N. Talon Viali Charts 
O. Sewin achine Ci.arts 

Beginning Sewi ng Bookie ta 
P. Student's ianual of kiathine 

Processes AbCDFGHIJKLiiOP 
_s2__ 

A. Sewing Equipment 

1. Needles x 

2. Thread t 

3. Thimble t 

4. scissors and shears 

b. Tape measure arid 
rule 

6. Pins 

7. Pincushion 

8. Emery bag 

9. Dressmaker's chalk 

lo. Tote tray 
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Processes AB DEF 11 I MHO P 

¡3. ettin Ready to ew 

1. Taking measureents x 

2. Choosin a simple 
arrnent to make x x 

3. ßuyin a pattern x z 

4. Selecting and 
purchasn material x x x 

5. Checking the 
p atterri 

6. Making pattern 
alterations x 

7. Straighten1n 
material z 

8. ayixi pattern on 
4tatorial x x z 

o. Cutting sarment x 

lo. akin a aauge K 

11. Thraadiri a xieedle 

12. Anottizig th thread 

l. Year1n a thimble x 

14 . Pinniri the itrial x 

15. £3asting x 

16. Tailor's tacks z X c. 

17. Parts of a sowi 
machine : X X 

18. Usiri a sewiri 
machine ( X x z 

19. Threadiri a &thino x z 
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Processes A f C i J ( E J J I M N O P 

C. Dart8 

D. Sarns 

1. Plain seams 

a. Seaai rinishe3 

(1) 0vercatin 
(2) ]3lanket 

stitch 
(3) Stitched 

back 

2. French seam 

3. Lapped seam 

4. Easy fell sewn 

E. Edge finishes 

J. arrow hem 
HemminD stitch 

2. Lace 
0verhandin stitc1 

3. Bias x 

a. Cutting 

b. Joining 

C. Using 

F. (atherinb and shi'in 
u. Sett1n in a sleeve 
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Processes ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP 

H. Fastenings 

1. Worked buttonholes 
2 3uttons 

3. Hooks and e)ies 

4. snaps 

b. kippers x x x 

I. Harigin a hexn t 

1. Hein finishes 
a. Hemming stitch 
b. Slip stitch 
C. Catch stitch 

A 
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The motion picture Sewing Fundanieritals (33) eliminates 

the necessity for describin. sewing equipment with the 

exception of the tote tray which can be easily taken care 

of in the classroom without the help of a visual aid. 

Although the filmstrip Suzie 1akos a Dress (30) and 

the wall chart What Size Are You? show how measurements 

are taken, a classroom demonstration seems necessary for 

beginners so that they get the action that goes with 
taking measurehe it s. 

Buying a pattern, altering patterns, selecting 
materials, straigItening the ends of cloth, pullin cloth 
on the bias to straijìten, layin. the pattern on the 

material, and cutting out garri.ents aro illustrated in 
Suzie Makes a Dress (30). Pattern and iaterial selection 
are also explained in the motion pictures Sewin -- 

Characteristics and Handling of Materials (34) and Girl 

Scouts Are in Fashion (31). 
Althou)i the thumb, the pin, and 1he rubbin tests 

for fabrics are riot shown in any of the n&aed visual 

aids, withì student participation these tests can be done 

in the clasroorn. 

Making a cardboard gauge, cuttirib thread, threading 

a noodle, wearing and using a thimble, and pinning the 

material are well illustrated and explained in the motion 

picture Sewing Fundamentals (33). autting out a garment 
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is demonstrated in the motion pictures ew1ri -- Pattern 
Interpretation (:35) and Girl Scouts re in Fashion (e].). 

Although baatin is denionstrated in the f 1lr ewin 

ampie eais, the position seems somewhat awkward for 
young boinners. 

Tailor's tacks are well deionz tratad in the motion 
pIcture sewing -- Pattern Interpretation (35). They are 

also shovn in the filmstrip Suzie Liakes a L'resa (31) and 

the wall chart Your Dress Step Step (28). 

Learning the parts of the sewin machina, learning 
to uz e a sewin6 machine, threading a sewing uachIre , and 

stitchinb °1 a sew1n ìiachiue nay be acquired by studying 
the wall charts on sewing machines and the Student's 
Manual of athiuie ewing (19) plus a classroom demons tra- 

tion with opportunity to practice. i'he sewirì machine 

threaded arid in position for stitehina is deonstrated in 
the uotion picture Sawing Pundamentals (33). 

Plain seams and methods of finishing then are well 
demonstrated and cover6d iù Sewing Simple Seams (36); the 

French sean is one of the seams coiered in the motion 

picture Sewinj. Advanced eaas (32). 

Slide fasteners or "zippers" are thoroughly dnonstra- 
ted in the film ewiri Slide ±asteners (37). They are also 
clearly depicted in the filmstrip Suzie makes a L'resa (30) 

and on the Talon wall charts (22). 
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Clothing Techniques 1ot Included in the Available 

Lducational Films Studied 

After considerable study of the foregoing information 
and careful checking of the outline for teathing elothin 
at La Cunibre Junior High Sthool against the available 
visual ra ten als, the writ er concluded tha t the follo.ving 

techniques needed to be included in the niotiori pictures 
planned as a part of this study. 

Knottin the thread 

astia, 
kIn . darts, including the special t reading of 

the sewing ruachine 

Makiriu lapped seam 

4aking the easy fell seam 

Finishing edges 
Turning narrow hem and use of the hemming stitch 
Applying trimmings as lace and eyelet embroidery 

and use of the overhandin, stitch 
Using bias, folding and cutting the natenial, 

arid joinìn ends 

Gathering arid shirnirig, by hand or b, the sewing 
nia ch me 

Setting in a sleeve and finishin the seam using 
the blanket stitch 

Applying fasteners 
ak Ing worked buttonhole 

Sewing ori buttons 
Sewing on hooks and eyes 
Sewing on snaps 

Hanging and finishing a hell -- incorporating the use 
of the hemming stitch, the slip stitch, and the 
catch stitch 
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Steps in t 2roduction of i'llrn for the Study 

The first s ep in planning for the production of the 

fiLa for this 8 tudj was to plan sequences ineorporatin 

tecbniques not included in other audio-vi8ual aids as 

listed in the foreoin section of this study. The detsils 

of these sequences aro given in Part of Chapter ¡.i. 
ho second step was to select one of these sequoces 

to run as a t'trial film". This as for production 

experience in order to nake it possible to improve 

techniques of takirL an educational film. Th sequence 

seloeted for the eperi:iental film was the "worked utton- 
hole". A professional notion picture producer viewed the 

trial fi3n when it was conpieted, criticized it, and 

offered invaluable sutestions. de recomriended that in 

rili the otion picture for U is study it would be 

wise to (1) ue dore closeups, (2) shoot the pieture from 

a nuch hijier position, (3) focus the lens by rneaaurin 

from the film and not from the lens, (4 advise the 

perforiers to avoid lookin directly at the cara, and 

(5) direct the performers to steady their hands by resting 
the arns ori the ed.e of the table. 

thfr d stop was to cck the planned sequences for 

one in Which a nu1uJer of the listed techniques had been 

incorporated; this sequence would then be fild as part 
of this study. lianjn and Finishiri a Hen was the 
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sequence seloctod. In this sequence a number of techniques 
were incorporated in addition to the steps of han4ng a 

hein; namely, bastin; (inolud.tn, the knotting and fastenin 
of the thread), the heiniin Stibh, the slip stitch, and 

the catch stitch. sorne of the techniques included in 
other audio-visual aids listed were also incorporated in 
this sequence; naraely, raakin and usina a cardboard 

usin, a thinible, and pressing. 
The fourth step was to prepare a detailed shooting 

scenario for the film "Hanging and linishing a Ilcia". An 

example of this scenario is iven in Chapter III, Part II 
pao 101. The shootLi scenario included this type of 

detailed description for the sixty-four different shots 
which wore taken for this film. 

!2 fifth step was to invite iiirs. Clara Edaburn, a 

college clothin, professor at 3regoa btato College, to 

check the clothing construction techniques used in the film 
to make sure of subject uatter accurao. 

The sixth step was to ask Lr. 'illiam C. Reid, 

Director of the Audio-Visual iepartaent at Oregon state 

College, to oick the shooting scenario. 

he seventh step was to direct the perforirers in their 
practice of the activities and the techniques used in the 

Sequence. This actice was chocked for accuracy by the 

clothing consultant, Mrs. Clara Edaburn. 
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The hth step was to shoot the film. Although the 

film is silent, it was taken at twenty-four franies per 

second so that a sound track may be added at a later date. 
The ninth step was to edït a work print of the film. 

This procedure was f olloed in order to avoid handln and 

probably marr1n the original f iLti. 

The tenth step was to have the work print previewed 

and evaluated by twenty homemakirib teachers attendin the 

suniur session of Oregon State College in. 1949. The Check 

Sheet for Evaluating an Lducational Film (pp. 21 and 22), 
of this study was used. The tabulated results of this 
evaluation appears in Chapter III (p.112). 

The eleventh step was to preparo the directions for 
the film laboratory. A list of numbered titles was prepared. 

red grease pencil was used to mark on the work print to 

indic ate where the titles were to be placed in the film. 
The twelfth step was to indicate on the work print 

what type of transitions 
another, as: "dissolves" 

"b" was used to indicate 
fade out or fade in. 

The thirteenth step 

coordinated with the fi].x 

was to be used from one scene to 

and "fado outs" or "fade ins". 
a dissolve and "F" to indicate a 

was to prepare a commentary to be 

ri when projected for classroom use. 



The £ou..rteenth step was to send the original uhu, 
the edited work print, and the list of titles to a filin 
laboratory. The laboratory was instructed to prepare the 

titles, dissolves, and fades. They were also instructed 
to make a print from the oriinal. This precaution was 

taken to protect the original film so that additional 
prints of the film might be prepared in the future. 
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Chapter III 
The 1ot ion Pic tu "Learnin. to Sew" 

.Entroduc tion 
Part £ of this chapter includes a description of a 

series of sequences with epared narration script for 
producing a motion picture entitled "Learnhr1) to Sew". 

It is the writer's intention to have this film ade in 
a number of short reels. Sor of the reels might be very 

short, others could be loner. Any one of the films 

mijit be a lesson in itself; some mijìt be used for 
several lessons. 

The script for "Learninb to Sew" is based upon the 

Outline for Teaching Clothing to Junior }ij School tuns 

(Appendix, p. 131 ) after it had been delimited by the films 

and other visual aids already available as described 
earlier in this study. 

r1IO wrLter decided that the following short films 
were needed: 

]_. Making a £arrow dea 

2 . Aplying a Tnimair 

3. Preparing and Applying Bias 

4. Marking and Stitching a Dart 

5. Making Seams - Lapped and Jasy Fell 

6. Setting in a Sleeve 

7. Providing Fullness 

8. Sewing on Fastenings 
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9. Hanbln and Finis1iin a Horn 

The production script prepared for the film "Hangin 
arid Finishing a HernH and teacher evaluation is presented 
In Part II of thi8 chapter. The preliminary script for 

this film (Part I, p. 85) vetas revised In the 11t of the 
sugest1oas given by (1) the rnotion picture producer who 

previewed the "trial fll&', (2) Mrs. Clara Ldaburn, a 

c1othin professor at OreCon State College, and (3) Dr. 
1111arn C. heid of the Audio-Visual Departrnent at Oregon 

State College. 

A photo8tatic copy of one page of the final produc- 

tion scenario Is given on page 10]. of Part II of this 

chapter. 

A photostatic copy of six frames of typical sequences 

included In the film is presented ori page 102. 

These detailed plans facilitated the filming of the 
sixty-four sequences for the motion picture "Hanging and 

Fiflishirig a Hem". 

when any of the other films which have been planned 
are produced, It will be necessary to prepare similar 
scenarios. 
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Part I 

Preliminary Scripts ror "Learning to Sew" 

The definitjo of the abbreviations used in the 

preliminary scripts which f o1lo are repeated here: 

LS -- Long Shot, an all inclusive scene. 

-- Medium Shot, subject in Cull length. 

-- Semi Closeup, a more exclusive scene. 

Gli -- Closeup, an exclusive work1n scene. 

¿eu -- E.xtreme Closeup, used on very small objects. 

Titler -- indicates that the camera is fastened in 
a titling device with a supplementary lens which makes 
it possible to film titles that are as s.iall as ordinary 

typewri t lAg. 



Making a Narrow Hein 

Scene Camera 
No. Position £eacription of Scene Narration Script 

J.. Titi or 'Narrow lien". 

2. 1S Holding the materia]. 
between the thumb 
arid first finger of 
each hand. 

3. CU Thumb of the left 
hand turnin a narrow 
amount of the mater- 
ial toward the wrong 
side while basting is 
being dono. 

4. MS The completed ba8ted 
edge or the materia].. 

5. Cu Thumb turning edge 
down a second time 
while basting la 
bein,, done. 
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}Tjf feront arirAent s 
require different 
ways of finishing 
the edges. 

To make a narrow hem 
hold the material 
between the thumb 
ana the first finger 
of each hand with the 
wrong side of the 
material toward you. 

With the thumb of 
the left hand turn a 
narrow amount of 
material to the wrcg 
siclo and basto. 
Keep the thumb turn- 
ing down the material 
and continue basting. 

ben the first turn 
has been finished, 
turn down the edge 
a second timo and 
baste. Keep the hem 
even. When the 
second turn-down Is 
completed, finish 
the hem with the 
hemming stitch. 
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Scene Canera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narra.on Script 

6. Titler "The Hernminb Stitch". This stitch is used 
to sew folded edes 
to xxterial. rjr 

stitches should 
hardly show ori the 
right side. 

7 CU The heiti is over the 
first finger of the 
J.oft hand and is 
held in place with 
the thmib arid s oc ond 
finger. 

8. CU Fasteiin thread in 
t folded edge. 

Place the basted hem 
of your arnent over 
the first finger of 
your ]e ft hand and 
hold it in placo with 
your thumb and 
second finger. te 
will call this a 
"fin,er clamp". 

'asterì the thread 
in the folded edge 
by taking a small 
s ti t ch ; who n the end 
of the thread is at 
the fold take another 
stitch but hold the 
needle there until 
you bring both 
threads from the eye 
or the needle under 
the point of the 
needle fron right to left. Pull the 
needle through and 
tighten the thread. 
The thread Is now 
securely fastened. 



Scene Camera 
o. Position Description of Scene Narration $cript 

9. Cr The naht hand plac- 
the needle Into 

the material arid 
taking up a yarn or 
two of the naterial 
from dfrectly umer 
the folded edge. It 
brings the needle 
through the folded 
edge. 
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'Jith the needle 
pointed toward your 
left shoulder take 
up a yarn or two of 
the aaterial from 
directly under the 
folded edge. ßring 
the needle through 
the fo'd ed edge. As 
you horn work toward 
yourself. 

10. ECU Hemming stitches The smaller the 
being done. stitches the botter 

the hemming. 

11. CU heverse side of Carefully done 
the hera. hemming should be 

almost invisible 
from the right side. 



Applying a r2rij 
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Scene Camera 
No. Position Description of scene Narration Script 

1. Tit].er "putting on Lace". 

2. MS Hemmed material. 

3. MS Hen and lace hold. 
together between 
the thumb and first 
finer of the f t 
hand. 

4. CU Pulling thread in 
edge of lace. 

5. CU Hem and lace held 
together between 
the thumb and the 
first finger of the 
left hand vilo the 
thread is fastened 
in the edge of the 
hen. 

The vetorial should 
be hemmed before 
putt1n ori lace. 

Put the right side 
of the Ja ce to the 
right side of the 
horn. Hold the hem 
and the lace to- 
gether between the 
thumb and the first 
finger of the left 
hand, with the lace 
side tcard you. 

If the lace is to be 
gathered, pull one 
of the threads in 
the edge of the lace 
to give desired 
fullness. 

Jsten the thread 
in the horn ori the 
extreue right hand 
sido. Lace is put 
ori with the over- 
handina stitch and 
it is worked from 
rigit to left. 

6. Titier "The Overhanding rfl 
overhandin, stitch". stitch is used to 

hold two finished or 
folded edges together, 
a in sewing two 
8elVageS toçethA', 



Scene Camera 
No. Position L'escription of Scorie Narration Script 

7. ECU 

8. 015 

9. CU 

Hem and lace held 
together with the 
thread fasterd in 
the edge of the hem, 
then the overhandh% 
stitch is done by 
going over the edge. 

FasteL1in thread, 

Overlapping the erds 
of the lace; arid 
then hemming the 
lapped seau. 
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sewing lace on a hen, 
or puttin,, a hen in 
a napkin or table- 
cloth. 

To do the overhand- 
ing stitch, with the 
needle pointed 
tiard you brin,; it 
through the material 
at right angles to 
the edge making very 
shallow stitches by 
catching both the 
hem and the lace to- 
gettier. Keep the 
stitches close to- 
gether and all the 
sai depth in the 
material. Pull the 
thread firmly, but 
not so tight that it 
wrinkles the edge 
or forms a ridge. 

when finished fasten 
the thread securely 
as you did in the 
beginning. 

To Join the laco, 
overlap the ends 
with the pattern 
matching, turn the 
raw edges under arxi 
hera it. 
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Scene Ca..nera 

rda. Position iiesription of scene £4arration script 

10. GJ Spreading the tio oad the two over- 
overhanded pieces, handed pieces, 
finer creasin6 open, finar crease theni 
and pressin;. operi, and press from 

the right side. 

11. ECU The seai from the The stiteries should 
right side. be almost invisible 

from the right side. 



Prearia and Applying ia8 

Scene Camera 
No. Poe itiori Description of Scene Narration $cript 

1. Titler 93ias". 

2 Girl with slip-over 
tops to pajamas 
ready to bind the 
edes with bias. 

has with her a 
piece of material 
from which to cut 
the bias. 

3. SCU din folds the 
atenial so that 

the s ely age runs 
with the crosswise 
thread. She pins 
the folded £!1terial 
together. 

4. CU Girl Inserts the 
scissors In the 
fold and carefully 
cuts. 
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Some arinents are 
faced and some are 
bound with bias. 
TruE) bias can be 
stretched to fit 
curves. Lilas as a 
binding is a narrow 
han-like finish which 
shows equally on the 
right and wrong aides. 
Used as a facing it is turaed to the wrong 
side and hemmed to 
the garment. If the 
facing is brought to 
the right side it Is 
machine stitched into 
places 

To make bias, fold the 
material 80 that the 
selvage or the length- 
wise thread lies 
parallel to the cross- 
wise thread. Pin Into 
pos Ition. 

Cut the fold, being 
oarofuly not to stretch 
the ntenia]. nor to 
cut a jagged edge. 
You now have two pieces 
of material with their 
true bias edges to- 
ge the r. 



Scene Camera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

5. SCU Girl with ruler and 
tailor's chalk 
measuring and marking 
the width of the bias 
strips. She then cut 
the strip. 

6. CU irl prepares to 
join bias, he 
picks up two pieces 
and checks to see 
that the ends are 
salvages, or if the 
er1s are parallel. 

7. ECl. Girl places strips 
with their right 
skies together. The 
ends are even and 
parallel to each 
other. 

9. 
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From the bias edge 
neasui'e the desired 
width of the bias 
strlp mark it with 
tailor's chalk and 
cut. 

defore joining bias 
make sure that the 
ends of each strip 
are salvages or are 
cut ou the straight 
of the material. The 
ends of the strip 
should be parallel. 

Lay two strips with 
their right sides 
together and their 
ends parallel but 
with the edges even. 
The lengths will be 
perpendicular. 

CU She slips the ends Slip the ends along 
along on each other on each other until 
until the cornera the corners of each 
extend about " on piece extend beyond 
either side. She about ft Pin 
pins perpendicular perpendicular to the 
to the edge and bastesdes and baste. 

Cu Girl stitchin, on Stitch fron angle to 
the machine from angle forried by the 
angle to angle extended ends. This 

prevents a Og ifl 

the joined pieces. 



Scene C&era 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration script 

10. ECU 4r1 tie s the Tie the ría chine 
threads together at stitches at both CiS. 
both She outs Cut off t'ne excess 
off excess thread ar thread. Clip and 
clips and renioves the remove the bastiuìs. 
bas tïns. 

11. CU She finger creases Fin,er crease the 
the seam open and pri- seam operi and press es.es it. it. 

12. ScU Girl Lolding bias 
in half with wrong 
sides toetber and 
pressing. She avoi 
stretching the bias 
by using the iron as 
a weight and not 
moving it over the 
bias. 

An easy way to use 
bias either as a 
binding or a Lacing 
is to cut it wider 
and fold it in half 
with the wrong sides 
together aL1 press. 
Avoid stretch Ing the 
bias by using the 
iron as a weight 
rather than riioving it 
on the bias. 

13. i1S Girl ir asuring the Ieasure the armholes 
neck aad arxtholes of and fleck of the edge 
pajama tops. She to be finished and 
then unl'olãs the bias cut pieces of bias *" and cuts strips a longer. This allows 
little lox,er. She for seaiIng. e sure 
checks to be sure thatthat the eras of the 
both ends are parallelstrips are parLlel. 
and then joins the Place the ri;ht sides ends. of the ends toether 

and join. 



Scene Camera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

14. SOU The ir1 pinning the 
two raw edges of the 
joined bias to the 
right side of the 
bar1r nt. 

15. CU Girl finishing with 
the stitchiri. She 
pulls the under 
thread up arid ties 
both threads to- 
;ether. She clips 

and reiioves the 
bastings. 
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Pin the two raw edges 
of the joined bias to 
the right s ido o f the 
gariient. l3oth the 
garment arid the bias 
should be smooth. 
£Saste, renove the pins, 
arid stitch. 

fie the machine 
stitches. L11p and 
remove the bastings. 

16. SOU She trims the edges Trim the edges to 
to within 1/8" of within 1/8" of the 
the machine stitching. machine stitching. 

17. CU UirJ. brings the fold 
of the bias over the 
raw edge to the 
machine stitching. 
She pins perperidicul- 
ai' to the edge. 

Bring the fold of the 
bias over the raw edge 
to the stitching. ke 
sure that the fold is 
in line with the 
stitching. Pin in 
place and baste. 

18. ECU Gui'). sitting and Hand hem by catching 
hemming the basted the hemming stitches 
folded edge. he has in the machine 
the folded edge over stitches. Ierribor to 
the first finger of hold the hen over your 
her left hand, wrong first finger of your 
sido up. Her thumb left hand arid to make 
and second finger a "finger clamp" with 
hold the hem in place. the thumb arid second 
She works toward her- finger. ork toward 
self as she takes a yourself. 
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Seexie Csuìiera 

No. PositiOfl Lescription of scene Narration Script 

stitch uxer a nachine 
8titOh and brings the 
needle through the 
folded edge. 



iiarkiri and titchin a 1)art 

ceno Camera 
No. Position iiescriptlon of 3cene Narration bcript 

1. Titler "Darts". 

r) ('(IT' 
.. )(__ 4r1 with pioce Of 

Ailaterial on which 
are tailor tack;s 
markin a dart. 

3. CU Girl matdin6 the 
tailor's Lacks on 
the wron(, side and 
pinning perpendicu- 
lar to the edge. 
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)arts are used to 
take out fullness 
hero you do not want it and to put in full- 

ness wnere you need it. 

On the wron id of 
tk rtterial rilatch 
the tailor's tacks 
that form the V and 
pin them together 
placing pins perpen- 
dicular to the edge. 

4. SCU Girl finishing with Baste in a strai,ht 
basting the dart. line. 

5. SCU Girl at the aewin, 
machine preparing 
to stitch the dart. 

6. CU Girl pulls the 
thread out of the 
needle and treada 
it with the bobbin 
thread in reverse 
order. 

.L.arts may be Btitched 
either from the wide 
end or the point. In 
either case the tip 
of the dart should be 
curved slightly in 
the s ti tthin to avoid 
points. 

A convenient way to 
8titCh darts to avoid 
tyir1 threads at the 
tip is to pull the 
thread out of the 
needle and thread it 
with the bobbin thread 
in reverse order. 
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Scene CRrra 
kto. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

7. CU She ties both threads Ti both tnreads 
together and winds togother and wind 
the tkead onto the the thread onto the 
spool with the knot spool until the knot 
is there. is there. 

8. CU Girl stitches, 
startin: at the point 
of the dart. 

.-tart to stitch at 
the point or the dart. 
One mus t have enough 
bobbin thread wound 
on the spool so that 
when tîtchin5 the 
knot does not get 
into the tension. 

9. Girl clips and re- Clip and renove the 
moves the bastings. bastings. Press. 

10. CU he tip of the dart. there are no threads 
to tie at the tip. 

li. AS i'he dart. £arrow darts are 
left uncut, while 
wide ones are cut 
and pressed opec. 
In washable xuatria1s 
the edges are over- 
cast, otherwise they 
may be pinked. 



aking Seams 

Scene Caaera 
io. Position Description of scene Narration Script 

1. Titler "Lapped Seau". 

2. MS (irl finishin, cutting 
out the tops to paja- 
mas. both front and 
back pieces have yokes. 
She picks up a finish- 
ed garment and exanir 
the lapped seau. 

3. CU She picks up the 
pattern envelope and 
exaiuines the Illus- 
tration. 
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Lapped seaus are 
stitched £rouu the 
right zde ad a 
little distance 
from the sean line. 

In makin2, lapped 
seams decide which 
side should be on 
top. When there is 
more fullness in 
one edge than the 
other the one with- 
out fullness oes 
on top. 

4. ECU The illustration on The yoke aces ori 
the envelope showing top. 
that the lower blouse 
has ,atuìers where 
the two pieces join. 

5. CV Girl with a sean gauge 
turniu1) the seaxsi 
allowance of the lower 
edge of the back yoke 
to the wron, i ide. 

She pins jxirpeiidicular 
to the edge, with the 
heads at the folded 
edge. 

Turn the searr allow- 
axice of the top 
piece to the wrong 
side ai-xi place pins 
perpendicular to the 
edge with the heads 
at the folded edge. 
The pinned edges are 
now ready to be 
basted. 



Scene Canera 
No. Position i.escription of Scene Nrration icript 

6. Titler "The 3astin Stitch". 

7. 1CU 

8. CU 

The girl with thread- 
ed needle, looping 
the end of the thread 
around the tip of her 
finger, rolling the 
threads together, 
slippin the thread 
off her finger, and 
pulling the twisted 
loop into a knot. 

girl with the yoke, 
the pinned edge held 
between the thumb a 
the first finger of 
each hand, with the 
turned edge facing 
her. St has her 
hands about an Inch 
apart. She place$ 
the needle with 
knotted t.Lread into 
the ]aaterial and 
brings the thirable 
which is on the second 
firer of her right 
hand against the end 
of the needle. She 
bastes by running the 
needle in arid out of 
the îaterial. 
the needle is full of 
stitches she pushes 
the material onto the 
thread arid continues 
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To make a knot, loop 
the end of the thread 
around the tip of the first finer of the 
right hand. r oll the 
two threads of the 
loop together between 
the thumb and the first finger. Slip 
the twis ted loop off 
the fliiger and pull 
the thread into a 
firm knot. Knots are 
used only when 
basting. 

i3aste close to the 
fold by holding the 
material. between the 
thumb and the first 
finger of each hand. 
Have your hands about 
ari inch apart and 
stretch the material 
between theia. Place 
your needle with the 
knotted thread in 
the material and brir 
the thimble against 
the end. Run the 
nedle in and out of 
the fabric b.j moving 
the right hand and 
wrist up and down 
slitly. Push 
gently and steadily 
witb the thimble so 
that the needle ;roves 
through the naterial 
from right to left. 



Scene Canera 
No. Position i)escription of Scene iarration cript 

without pulling the 
needle through. 

9. CU 4rl running bather- 
Ing thread between 
the notches in the 
upper edge of the 
lower back piece. 

10. MS Girl usIne. the seam 
gauge to .ne asure as 
she nia rk8 the seam 
line on the upper 
edge of the back 
piece with pins 
parallel to the raw 
edge. 

11. CU ir1 places arid pins 
the basted yoke edge 
over tne lower back 
with the folded edge 
touching the line of 
pins and the notches 
matching. She draws 
up ori t he g a the ri ng 
thread and makes it 
secure around a pin. 
She distributes the 
gathers evenly arid 
continues pinning the 
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Keep the basting 
stitches even. When 
the needle is full 
of stitches, push 
the material onto 
the thread and con- 
tnue without reiov- 
in the needle. 
Then finished reove 
the pins. 

Run a gathering 
thread in the upper 
edge of the lower 
back piece. This is 
done like you did 
your basting stitches 
except that the 
gathering stitches 
are made fine. 

On the right side of 
the other piece or 
in this case the lower 
back, mark the seam 
lthe vith a row of 
pins parallel to the 
edge. Use your gauge. 

Lap the seam edges 
until the folded edge 
touches the line of 
pitia . ia t oh the 
notches and pin. 
L)raw up the gathering 
thread arid secure it 
with a pin. Distri- 
bute the gathers 
evenly and continue 
pinnin, the yoke into 
place. Place the pins 
perpendicular to the 



Scene Camera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration LcrIpt 

yoke into place with edge. 
the pins perpendicu- 
lar to the edge. 

12. SCU Girl finishing bast- ßaste the yoke into 
Ing the yoke into place. iefnove the 
place. mihe reoves pins. 
the pins. 

13. MS Girl takes the gar- The lapped seam is 
nient to the sewing now ready to be 
machine, sits down stitched. 
and prepares to 
stitch. 

14. CU Girl stitching and Stitch as near the 
using the presser fold as desired. 
foot as a gauge. The presser foot 

makes a covenient 
gaug e. 

15. CU Girl tIes the ends 
of the threads of 
the machine stitch- 
ing, clips the 
excess thread; then 
clips and roemoves 
the basting. 

16. MS The completed 
lapped sean. 

Tie the two threads 
of the machine 
stitching at both 
end a of the s e an. 
Clip and remove the 
bastings. Press. 

The completed lapped 
ses.ai should have the 
raw edges finished, 
either by overcast- 
Ing or by blan'et 
sti tcLIri. 



Scene Gaiera 
No. Position 1escription of Scene Narration $oript 

1. Titler uEasy loll Seam". 

C) 
. 44 

3. ScU 

The ,irl with the 
yoke of the pajama 
tops stitched in 
placo. She is ready 
to put the front 
and back together. 

Girl places the wron 
sides of the pieces 
to;ether with the 
back piece extendint; 
beyond the front 
pieces about 1/8" at 
both sides and on 
both shoulders. 

m 

You are now ready to 
join the back and 
front of your pajama 
tops at the sides 
and on the shoulders. 
A very appropriate 
soai for pajamas is 
the easy fell seaL. 
This seam is made on 
the rit side ol' 

the sarment. 

Place the wrong sides 
of the material to'- 

ether with the back 
piece under and 
extendin about 1/8 
beyond the front 
piece at sides and 
shoulders. Have one 
set of notches just 
above the other. 
Pin perpendicular 
to the edge, back 
from it about an 
inch. 

4. CU Girl holding a ith the thumb of 
pinned edge between the left hand turn 
the thumb and first down the extended 
finder of each hand. edge over the other 
Vdith her left thumb edge and baste. 
she turns down the This edge should 
extended edge over turn toward you. 
the other edge and hernove the pins. 
bastes. She removes This is now ready 
the pins. for the first 

- 
stitchin. 



Scene Camera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

b. MS Girl takes the sar- 
ruent to the sewing 
machine and places 
the seai under the 
presser foot with 
the raw edges under- 
neath and stitches 
on a new line " from 
the folded edge. 

6. CU Girl firk er creases 
and then presses 
open the 85i on 
the wrong s ide, mak- 
ing sure that when 
the seam turns on 
the right side that 
the raw edge is hid- 
den. She bastes the 
seam flat to the gar- 
ment. 

7. MS Girl goes to the sew- 
Ing machine and 
stitches close to the 
folded edge. She has 
the first stitching 
to the left and the 
fold to the right. 

8. CU The finished seam. 
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To stitch, place the 
seam urïier the 
presser foot with 
the raw edge down 
and stitch t" from 
the folded edge. A 
convenient gauge to 
use is the wide toe 
of the presser foot. 

Finger crease and 
then press the seam 
open on the wrong 
side. ie sure that 
on the right side 
the seam turns so 
that the raw edges 
are covered. Baste 
the seam flat, mak- 
ing sure tnat there 
are no puckers on 
the wron side. 

Place the seam in 
the machine with the first stitching to 
the left, and the 
folded ede to the 
right. Stitch close 
to the folded edge; 
the inside edge of 
th.e presser foot 
makes a convenient 
gauge. 

Tie the threads; 
clip and. reove the 
bastings; press. 
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Setting in a Sleeve 

Scene Camera 
No. Position Description of Sceo.e Narration Script 

1. Titlor "Setting in a Sleevd'. 

2. iS Girl with pajama tops The sleeves should be 
and sleeves made, finished before 
read to be put to- setting thei in the 
bother. garment. 

3. CU Girl at sowing Gathering threads 
machine preparing should be placed 
to run gathering around the top of the 
threads. sleeve between notches. 

4. ECU The stitch regula- athering may be done 
ting apparatus of on the sowin machine 
the sewing machine. by usin; a longer 
Fingers loosen the stitch and - 
thumb screw, and 
move the control 
lever to lengthen 
the stitches, 

5. ECU The upper tension; by loosening the 
fingers loosen the upper tension some- 
tension screw. what. 

6. CU Girl stitching Stitch aiund the top 
around top of sleeve of the sleeve between 
between notches. notches. make two 
She makes two rows rows, one on the seam 
or stitc'iing. line and the other 

above. 



oene Canera 
No. Position u)escription of Scene trration Script 

7. MS (un with pajama top8 Have the sleeves 
wron, sido out, and niht side out and 
the sleeves right the garment wrong 
side out. side out. 

8. SOU She inserts the 
sleeve through the 
aruiscyo, matches and 
pins the 8eaIrlS, the 
notches, and places 
the tailor's tach at 
the shoulder line. 
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Insert the sleeve 
throuj. the armscye, 
bringing both right 
sidss together. 
ìhtch and pin the 
se anis, the not che s 
and the shoulder 
line. 

9. CU Girl draws up on i)raw up the gathering 
the atherL-i, stitches and Lasten 
s ti tche s and fas tens the tbr eads around 
the ends around a a pin. 
pin. 

10. CU She distributes the 
gathers evenly and 
pins thotn in place 
with the pins per- 
peridicular to the 
edge. 

iiistnibute the 
hathers evenly and 
pin then into place 
with the pins per- 
pendicular to the 
edge. 

11. SCU Girl fini8hing baste along the sean 
bastthb the line with short bast- 
sleeve. iflg stitches. 

12. Ì4S Girl trying on the Try on the garnent 
garment to see how to see how the sleeves 
the basted sleeves fit. 
fit. 



Scene Crnera 
No. Position Ueaoription or scone iiarration cript 

13. MS 

14. 

Girl standing before 
the mirror che ckin 
the fit of the 
sleeves. 

SCU turi stitchinb the 
sleeve. She starts 
at the underarra 
seam with the sleeve 
side of the seat up. 

15. ECU Girl pulling on one 
of the threads of 
the tia ch me a t it ch- 
ing. ith a pin she 
catches the loop 
formad and draws the 
other thread to the 
same side. She ties 
the two threads to- 
gether, tìen cuts off 
the excess thread. 
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The bathers should 
be dis tribut ed even- 
ly over the shoulder. 
The arrnt s i de of 
the seam should. be 
snooth with no tucks 
or folds. Eoth the 
sleeve and the gar- 
ment should be snoth 
from notch to notch 
wider the axn. 

Stitch the sleeve 
in the arrthole, 
startin at the under- 
arm seam. llave the 
sleeve side of the 
seaa up in the sewing 
machine. 

Tie the machIne 
stitching, by first 
pulling the other 
thread through the 
seam. To do this 
ently pull on a 

thread. At the seam 
the ioop of the 
Otht:r thread will be 
seen. Use a pin and 
pull it through. 
Tie both threads to- 
getber, and then cut 
off the excess 
thread. 

16. MS Girl snips the bast- Clip and remove the 
Ing thread in bastings. Press the 
several places and seam. In cQttons 
then reioves it. and other washable 

materials blanket 
stitching the seam is --. one wr to finish it. 



Scene CRriera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

17. Title r "The Blanket Stitch". 

Ìo. Ç.jL Uirl sitting with 
the garment on the 
table. In her left 
hand she holds the 
edge to be finisid. 

he fastens the 
thread in the seau. 

19. CU She swings the 
thread down and to 
the right and takes 
a stitch perpendicu- 
lar to the edge and 
brings the needle up 
through the loop. 
She repeats as Si 

works froni left to 
right. 

20 CU She pulls the 
stitches tight 
enough to make thon 
firm but is careful 
that they do not 
pucker the material. 

21. ECU The stitches being 
made and tightened. 
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To do the blanket 
stitch hold the 
material in the left 
hand so that the 
edge to be finished 
is toward you. 
Easten the tread at 
the seam of the 
sleeve as deep in 
the edge as the 
desired rinsh. 

Work from left to 
right. Swing the 
thread down and to 
the ii gilt and t ai 
a stitch porpendicu 
lar to the edge and 
bring the red1e up 
throuh the loop. 
hepeat. 

Pull the stitch tight 
enough to make it 
firm, but not tight 
enough to pucker the 
material. 

The stitches should 
be about j"apart. 
At the end fasten 
the thread by taking 
several small 
stitches over each 
other. 



Providing Fuline ss 

Scene Camera 
No. Position Jescription of Sceue Narration Lcrpt 

1. Titler "Gatherin, and 
Shirring". 

2. MS Girl making a 
peasant skirt. She 
is ready to gather 
the skirt and fit it to the band. 

3. CU (irl at the sewing 
machine moving con- 
trol lover to 
lengthen stitches. 
She then loosens 
the tension screw. 

4. scU Girl dividing her 
skirt into four 
equal parts and 
marking vith 
tailor's chalk. She 
does the ssmo to the 
band. 
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uathering stitchea 
are runnin stitches. 
They are made like 
bastinb stitches but 
they are ruade tiny. 
Shirrin, is made by 
placing rows of 
gatherin stit che s 
one under the othex 
the rows are spaced 
as desired and the 
stitches are of 
uniform length. 

athering and shir- 
ring may be done by 
machine, by using a 
lone; stit ch, and 
loosening the upper 
tension somewhat. 
ffter stitching the 
lower thread is 
drawn up. 

To space gathers or 
shirring, divide the 
material to be 
bathered into four 
equal spaces aril 
mark with thread or 
chalk. Divide the 
other piece for the 
band into tne same 
number of spaces and 
nark it likewise. 



Scene Camera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

5. CU 

6. SCU 

7. Cu 

8. CU 

Girl oomp1etin the 
second row of stitch- 
in at the top of the 
skirt. One is on the 
sea line and the 
other above it. he 
has stopped at the 
halfway mark arid left 
eris of thread. 

&irl placin, the 
right side of the 
band and the right 
side of the skirt 
tobether, matoning 
mark1ris and pinning 
perpendicular to the 
edge. 

Girl draws up on the 
batiering threads first from one and 
then the other until 
the gathered edge fits the band. 

Sne distributes the 
gathers evenly in 
each section, pins 
them in place with 
the pins perpendicu- 
lar to the ede. 
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Make two rows of 
stitching around the 
top of the skirt, one 
on the seam line 

dthe other just 
above. lt is easier 
to adjust the bathers if at the half-way 
mark you stop and 
leave ends of thread 
about tnree inches 
lOìxb. Start abain 
leaving about the 
same length of 
thread. 

Pin the kirt piece 
to the band, right 
sides together, 
nia tchinb the 
markiaga. 

Draw up the lower 
threads from one end 
to the quarter mark; 
thon draw the;ì from 
the other end, Do 
likewise for the 
other half. Vind e 
ends of the threads 
around a pin. 

Distribute the 
bathers evenly in 
each section, pin 
thora in ilace with 
the pins perpendicu- 
lar to the edbe. 
Basto. 
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Scene Camera 
iJo. Position Description of Scene Narration cr1pt 

9. SOU Girl stitchinj the When stitching, keep 
basted seam with t the gathers up so 
gathers up. you can watch and 

control thei. 

lo. MS 4rl clipping and Clip and rotove the 
rernovin t1 bastiris. 
bastings. 

11. SOU ìirl bringing the Bring the basted 
basted edge of the fold of the band 
band over the seam over the sean to the 
to the ac1iine nch1ne sttcbe s, 
stitches. She pins pin perpeìdicular 
perpendicular to the and baste. 
edge and bastes. 

12. ECU tun hsuut1ng the Finish by catching 
band by catching the hemming stitches 
stitches under the wider the machine 
IiLaehjne stitches. stitches. Press. 



Sewing on kastening,s 

Scene Caera 
ITo. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

1. Titler "Making a orked 
Buttonhole". 

2. (.0 

3. 

4. 

CU 

CU 

uir]. looktn, at 
worked buttonholes. 
She has with her 
finished pajama tops 
in which she is ,oing 
to make buttonholes. 

4rl with ruler 
measuring for 
buttonholes. Near 
at hand lies buttons 
and a pair of button- 
hole scissors, also 
tailor's chalk. 

She picks up the 
scissors arid a button 
and sets the scissors 
for the size of the 
button and cuts a slit in a scrap of nterial and tries 
the button in it for 
size. Slie then gets 
a piece of heiied 
material, cuts a 
buttonhole in it so 
as to practice be- 
fore doing theiì on 
her garment. 

II 

Worked buttonholes 
are uade after the 

az'ment is completed. 
They nay be stren- 
thened by machine 
stitching before 
cutting or by strand- 
ing and overcasting 
after cutting. They 
may be made with a 
fan and a bar or two 
bars. 

In making button- 
holes, first mark 
the place for the 
buttonhole; the size 
depends upon the 
size of the button. 

After setting the 
buttonhole scissors 
for your size of 
buttons, start cut- 
tino where you have 
marked. Cut on the 
straight of the 
thread. Vihen your 
scissors are set for 
a certain size, 
there is no danger 
of cutting too far. 
It is well to prac- 
tice before doing: it 
on the garment. 



Scene Camera 
No. Position )escription of Scene Narration Script 

5. ECU (±irl f asteas the 
thread at the end 
of the sample but- 
tonhole. he then 
strands it and over- 
casts it. 

6. ECU Girl with the slit 
alon, the first 
finger of her left 
hand. The thread 
is fastened at the 
end nearest the 
tip of her firor. 

7. ECU Girl placing needle 
in the slit and 
holding it there 
until she brings 
both threads from 
the eye of the 
needle around and 
under the point of 
the needle from ritt to left. 

The thread should be 
fastened at the end 
opposite from where 
the button will pull. 
Strand the hole by 
havin the strands 
on the right side run 
lengthwis e and th. os e 
on the wron, side 
across the eads. 
trand the buttonhole 

twice and then over- 
cast it with short 
e ti toue a Overo as tiria, 
holds the two pieces 
of the fabric to- 
ether and it pre- 

vents the slit from 
ravclin. 

To work the button- 
hole, hold the slit 
aloab the first 
finger of your left 
band. Start to work 
at the end that will 
not et the strain; 
the fan end is placed 
next to the button. 
Have the bar end of 
the buttonhole near 
the end of the fi ner. 

Put the needle into 
the slit bringing it 
out throuji the 
material towards 
yourself just below 
the overcasting 
stitches and in line 
with the end of the slit. Hold it there 
until you bring the 



Scene Gaiaera 
No. Position escriptioíi or scene ì4rration Script 

8. hCU She draws the needle 
through and straight 
up from the edge of 
the slit and. places 
tk "purl" on the raw 
edge of the slit. 
Lhe keeps repeating 
the buttonhole stitch. 

AOU Shows th end of 
the buttonhole as 
the fan is being 
made to get arour1 
the turn. 

10. CU The gin]. reverses 
the ends of the slit 
on her finger and 
continue s workin., 
the buttonhole 
stitch. 

two threads froni the 
eye or the needle 
around and under the 
point of the needle 
from right to le ft. 

Draw the needle out 
of the riaterial and 
straight up from the 
edge of the slit in 
order to place t 
puri, or kno t on the 
raw e dgo. Do no t 
pull the thread too 
tight or the material 
will pucer. iake 
tl stitches close 
enough so that the 
puns touch each 
other but do not 
overlap. 

At the first end, 
let the stitches 
spread out like a fan. 
The fan should be 
started just before 
the ed so that the 
punis will not over 
lap on the turn. Et 
takes about five 
stitches to make the 
fan. 

ïeverse the position 
of the two er s of 
the button hole on 
your 1jxk,er and 

continue doin the 
buttonhole stitch 
until you reach the 
other end. 



8]. 

Scene CaLiera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration script 

11. CU The second end of the At the second end 
buttonhole Is reached of the buttonhole 
and two stitcs are take two stitches 
taken across the end across the end. 
and thu bar is LIade by The enda of these 
coverin, these with stitches should be 
purl stitches. The in line with the 
thread is fasterd on buttonhole stitches 
the wrong side. on either side. 

Make the bar by 
covering these 
stitches with purl 
stitches which 
should be worked 
throu the 
material. iast&i 
the thread on the 
wrorì side. 

12. ECLI The completed 
buttonhole. 

You are now ready 
to put your button- 
holes in yoi. 
sarment. The thread 
used should match 
the color of your 
arment. 
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£ceno Crra 
No. Position Lescription of cerie Narration Script 

1. Titler "Sewing on Buttons". 

2. I Uirl with pajama iefore sewing 
tops; the buttonholes buttons on, the 
are made. he is buttonholes should 
ready to sew on be nade. 
but tons. 

3. SCU ir1 placing the Locate and maark the 
ri4it front over the places for the but- 
left front and pin- tons with pins by 
ning the barment lapping the right 
closed. She locates front over the left 
the places for the front arid pinning 
buttons by irisertin into position. 
pins through the Insert pins through 
buttonholes at the the buttonholes at 
extremo fan end. She the fan end. After 
then wipins the fronts.aarkin unpin the 

fronts. 

4. CU Girl fasteriin the asten the thread 
thread at the into the material at 
located spot, p.Lacin this point and sew 
a pin over the throujì the button. 
button and stitching Place a pin over the 
through the button button and under the 
until firn. stitch. Do a number 

of stitches or until 
sufficiently firm. 

5. 1SCU With the needle at then the needle is 
the wrong side, she at the wrong side 
removes the pin from remove the pin from 
over the button, over the button, and 
brings the needle bring the needle up 
through between the between the button 
button and the gar- and the garment. 
ment and winds the 'c md the thread urger 
thread under the but- the button several 
ton several tis. t1es to form a 



cene Crnera 
o. Po3itiOn Description of scene Narration Script 

shank. This niakea 
it easier to button 
a arrnent. 

6. CU She pushes the Carry the needle 
needle throuh to through to the wron 
the wron, side and sido and fasten ttte 
fastens the thread thread securely. 
with several tiny 
stitches. 

î. Titler tSewing on Hooks and 
iyes and Snaps". 

2. MS Girl with skirt. Vthen using hooks and 
S1 is rea.iy to sew eyes, use strait 
hooks and eyes and eyes when the edges 
a snap at the waist- of the araent over- 
band, lap and round eyes 

where tne edges meet. 

3. CU Girl marking with Mark the position 
pins where the hooks for the hooks and 
and e ye s will go; oye s. 
she has the band of 
the skirt overlapped. 

4. ECU uirl sewing the hook Sew the hook through 
in place with the both eyes and at the 
buttonhole stitch. end. Lither the 
_l- slips the needle overhand or the but- 
between the band tonhols stitch may pieces and brings it be used, the latter 
out at the end of tu bein the prettier 
hook. he takes finish. Sew the eye 
several stitches exactly oppo8ito the 
around the end of the hook. The color of 
hook and fastens the the thread should 
thread. match the color of 

the sarment. 



Scene Camera 
No. PositLon iesoription of Scene Narration Script 

5. ;is 

6. 

Girl ready to sew a 
snap on the under 
part of the lapped 
band to hold it in 
place. She marks 
the place for the 
snap. 

CU Girl sewing the snap 
into place. Again 
she is using the 
buttonhole stitch. 

stark the place for 
the snap. Vthen 
several snaps are 
used they should be 
spaced evenly. 

Snaps are sewed with 
either the overhand 
or the buttonhole 
stitch through the 
holes. The two 
halves should be 
sewed opposite one 
another. 



Haniri and kiniehing a Hem 

Scexie Cara 
o. Position Description of Scone Narration Script 

1. Titler aninb and Finish- 
ing a Hem. 

2. LS .*irl standing on a 
table ready to have 
her hexi hun6. 

3. LS Carl in a natural 
posture, arms hang- 
ing at her side and 
looking 8traight 
ahead. The helper 
steps up to the table 
with the measurin 
device and a pin- 
cushion of pinb. 

4. S The helper confers 
with the girl as to 
the distance that 
the hexn is wanted 
from the floor. 

The normal hemline 
should be the saìe 
distance front the 
floor at all points. 
This distance 
depends upon the 
season's style. 
iverything but the 
hein about a garment 
should be finished 
before it is hung. 

The garment should 
set freely on the 
wearer who should 
stand ori a strong 
table in. a natural 
position with her 
arms hanging at her 
sides and looking 
straight ahead. 

i)etermine the nwribor 
of inches that the 
garment should be 
from the floor. 
Mark a yardstick with 
a rubber band or use 
a patent device which 
may be set for the 
dis tance. 



3cene Car'a 
No. Position tescription of oerie Nrrration cript 

5. CU The r3asuring device 
i htld aatnat the 
dress and pine are 
placed in the sar- 
ment parallel to the 
floor. The girl 
stands still while 
the helper aoves as 
the pinnin. pro- 
gresses. 

6. i &irl turns as 
helper checks 
center front, 
back and the 
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I-bld t n asuririg 
device with the left 
hand agaits t the 
drusa. Place pins 
in the Lament at 
tÌ distance from 
the floor that was 
decided upon. The 
pins should be 
placed about two 
inches apart. 

the Hava a pin at each 
of these places; 

center conter front, center 
sea-ns. back and all eeaiia. 

7. LS The girl turns 
around slowly for a 
recheck as the 
helper eyes the lire 
of pins. 

8. LS Uirl leaves to 
remove dress. 

The pins should form 
a straight lino 
parallel to the 
floor. The wearer 
should turn around 
slowly and have the 
line of pins check. 

Ythen the pins are 
parallel to the 
floor reiiiove the 
,arnont. 

9. MS uirl with the tar- Turn the hem to the 
moat wron; s ido out wron sido alone the 
turninß the hem to line of pins, remove 
the wrong side along the pins and rapin 
the lino of pins. the folded ede by 
As she turns at a taking; several 
pin he renoves it stitches with the 
and pins throu,h pins. The ç-ma 

- 
both thicknesaca should be perperìdi- 



Scene Cmera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

lo. CU 

close to the fold and cular to the edo. 
perpendicular to lt. 

Girl checkin line 
formed at the bottom 
of the hein. She 
finds a warped place 
in the hemline and 
removes the pin and 
then replaces it. 

U, Titler "The Lastlng Stitch". 

12. ECU uirl with threaded 
needle, winding the 
end of the thread 
around the tip of 
her finaar, rollins 
the threads together, 
slipping the thread 
off ber finger, and 
pulling the twisted 
loop into a knot. 
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The line ford at 
the bottoni should be 
smooth. If a pin 
seems to make a 
warped hemline, re- 
move it, notice the 
iaterial adjust 
itself, and then re- 
place the pin. 

To make a knot, wind 
the end of the thread 
around the tip of 
the first finger of 
the right hand l a 
loop. Roll the two 
threads of the loop 
together between the 
thumb and the first 
finger. Slip the 
twis ted loop off the 
flwer and pull the 
thread into a firm 
knot. Knots are 
used only when 
basting. 

13. CU Girl with pinned hem baste close to the 
between thumb fold by holding the 

arid first flner of rìaterial between the 
e a ch hand and w i th thumb and f ir s t 
her hands about an finger of each hand. 
inch apart. Sbe llave your hands sbut 
places needle th an inch apart and 
knotted thread in stretch the material 
the material and between them. Place 
brings the thimble your needle with a 



bcene Cauera 
No. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

against the end of 
the needle and bastes 
by runiiin., the 
needle in and out of 
the cloth. 

14. MS Girl with garrrwnt 
wrong si de out pin- 
nth the to p of the 
hem to the garment. 

knotted thread in 
the rxiaterial and 
bring the thimble 
against the end. 
Run the needle in 
and out of the 
cloth by moving the rit hand and wrist 
up and down slight1 
Push gently and 
steadily with the 
thLnble so that the 
needle noves throui 
the material from riJt to left. Try 
to keep the basting 
stItches an even 
length. When the 
needle is full of 
stitches, push the 
naterial onto the 
thread arñ continue 
without reioving 
the needle. hemove 
the piis. 

Vith the garment 
wrong side out pin 
up the top of the 
heii in a number of 
places to prevent 
its f allin, down 
when the garnent is 
tried on for heirline 
approval. 

15. LS Girl with the Try on the g arldent 
garment on turning and have the hemline 
for hemline approv- inspected to make 
al. sure tIat it iS even. 



scene Csinera 
1o. Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

16. LS The helper eyein If the hemline is 
the hemline, arid then uneven, make the 
steppIri up to make necessary changes 
a chane. ana then reuiove the 

pins. Press. 

17. MS Girl with harnnt 
wron, side out 
measuring for the 
narrowest part of 
the hem. She makes 
a cardboard au.e 
this length and 
inc1udes ori it the 
amount to be turned 
under. 

18. CU Girl using aue and 
markin the hem with 
tailor's chalk. 

19. CtJ Girl with shears 
makin, the hem width 
even by cutting on 
the top line forïied 
when marked with the 
6auao and tailor's 
chalk. 

1ind the narrowest 
part of the hem and 
make a cardboard 
gauge this size. 
Add to your gauge a 
half inch notch to 
allow for the amount 
to be turned under. 

Use th gauge and 
establish both lines, 
that is the top of 
the hem and the 
amount to be turned 
under. Mark with 
tailor's chalk about 
two inches apart. 

To make the hera even 
cut alone, the top 
linie formed when 
marked. 

20. CU Girl turnin the Turn the edge to the 
edge of the hem to wrong side on the 
the wrong side on second line of 
the second line of markina and baste. 
marking. She bastes 
as she turns. 



oene Caxuera 
No. Position iiescription ci' Scene Narration Script 

21. CU 

22. MS 

23. CU 

Girl p1acin basted 
edge under presser 
root and sttohing. 

Girl pinning stitched 
edges to the ¿arraent, 
matching centers and 
seams. 

Girl basting hex in 
place. 

titcii the turned 
ed1,e on the sewing 
machine. Clip and 
rertove the bastins. 
Press. 

Pin the stitched 
ede of the hem to 
the garnt, !%atohir' 
center front, center 
back and scans. To 
take up fullness lay 
small pleats ïri the 
edge and pin then to 
the garn3erlt. 

After approval of 
your pinned hei, 
baste it in lace. 

24. S Girl ready to learn There are several 
how hems are finish- ays of finishing 
ed. She has sorne heins. 
sample hens prepared. 

-e - 
This stitch is used 

25. Titler "The Henmiing Stitch's. to sow folded edges 
to material. 

26. CU Girl ho1din a 
basted hem over the 
first firer of the 
le f t hand w I t h th e 
thumb and second 
£iner holdixi it iii 

place. 

Placo the basted 
hem over the first 
Linger of your left 
hand and hold it in 
place with your 
thumb and s econd 
finger. VJe will 
call this a "finger 
C i aap : 



Scorie Gainera 
No. Position Lesoription of Scene Iarration Script 

27. ECU 

28. CU 

Girl f astonin thx'ead 
in thi folded edge. 

The right hand plac- 
ing the needle into 
the material and 
taking up a yarn or 
two of the material 
from directly under 
the folded edge. It 
brings the needle 
through the folded 
edge. 
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Psten the thread in 
the folded edge by 
takin a small 
stitch; when the end 
of the thread is at 
the fold take an- 
other stitch but hold 
the needle there un- til you bring both 
threads from the ee 
of the needle under 
the point of the 
needle from ri,ht to 
left. Pull the 
needle trough and 
tighten the thread. 
The tnread is now 
securely fastened. 

ith the needle 
pointed toward your 
loft shoulder take 
up a yarn or two of 
the material from 
directly under the 
folded edge. bring 
the needle through 
the folded edge. As 
you hem work toward 
yourself. 

29. ECU Hemming stitches The tinier the 
being done. stitches the better 

the hemming. 

:30. ECU Reverse side of Urefully dona 
the hem. hemming should be 

almost invisible 
from the right side. 

31. Titler "The Slip Stitch". 



Sceiie Camera 
No, Position Description of Scene Narration Script 

33. ECU 

am1nin a slip 
stitched hem. She 
ha3 a saiple basted 
hem on which to 
practice. itìi 

needle arid thread in 
hand she fastens the 
thread in the edge 
of the bas t3d hei. 

Girl puttin, needle 
iuto iateri1 ex- 
actly opposite where 
the thread leaves 
the fold and brinb- 
iflb it out beside 
the fold having 
taken a tiny stitch. 
She takes a stitch 
in the ede of the 
fold, and then one 
in the garment. 

34. Titler "The Catch Stitch". 

35. CIT Girl with a wool 
saaiple in which the 
hex4 is basted. On 
the upper edge of 
the hein seam binding 
has been stitched. 

It is made he 
fold of one piece of 
fabiic lyin ori 

another piece. It 
is worked from right 
to left. Fasten the 
thread In the basted 
hem. 

Exactly opposite 
whorc the thread 
leaves the fold put 
the needle into the 
other piece of 
material and take a 
stitch parallel to 
the fold and bring 
the needle out be- 
side the fold. In 
heins the stitch in 
the garment iCC8 
should be very tiny 
so that it does riot 

show on the right 
side. Lxactly op- 
posite where the 
needle energes put 
the needle into the 
fold, let it run 
along in the fold. 
Lepoat until fInish- 
od. Pull the thread 
snugly, but not tight 
arid fasten. 

The catch stitch Is 
often used in place 
of the homning 
stitch, especially 
when putting hems in 
woolen garnsnts. 



Scene Canera 
No. Position .Uescription of Scene Narration Script 

36. ECU ir1 fastenln, thread 
in edge of hen, and 
takin, stitches in 
a zi-zaj faslion as 
she works f roni left 
to right. She takes 
a stitch in the gar- 
merit then one in the 
hein. 

37 ;clJ Finishing the catch 
stitch, fastening 
the thread, bring- 
in the needle betw 
the two pieces and 
cutting off the 
thread. 
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To do the catch 
stitch, fasteìi the 
thread in the hem. 
york from left to 
right by catching a 
yarn or two of the 
barment and then a 
stitch in the hexn in 
a zig-zag fashion 
with the point of 
the needle always 
pointed from riglìt 
to left. 

To finish make the 
last stitch in the 
hem and fasten the 

rì thread securely. 
bring the needle 
out between the two 
pieces and cut off 
the thread. 

38. CU Girl clipping and Clip and remove the 
removin the bastings. bastings. Press. 

39. MS uirl sittin while Cotton garments are hening her garaient. generally hemmed 
with the hemmin 
stitch. 
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Part II 

Script for Hanging, and ilinishing a Hem 

The film selected to produce as a part of this study 

was Ilanging and Finishing a Ue;n. 

The production script and the photostatic copy of 

one pase of the final production scenario and teacher 

evaluation are included here to indicate the kind of 
detailed plannin, that was eiployed in preparing to make 

the film Hangiz and iiflishjfl; a Hem. 

The sequenco presented in the photostatic copy of 

the production scenario is illußtrated by a photostatic 

copy of three crrespondirx fraae. 3ther frames aro 

included to illustrate additional close-up shots presented 

in the film. 

It will be noted that, in order to prepare the 

production script, the prelininar script was changed in 
two respects . heri the preliminary plans were made t 
writer expected to produce a sound motion picture; 

therefore, a narration script was included. But because 
the cost of adding a sound track was prohibitivo, the 

production script substitutes a eoxnmoutary to be used 

with the silent fiLa. The second change la that the 
number of sequences included in the final production is 
more than fifty per cent greaier than the number indicated 
in the preliminary script. 
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Hanin and Finishing a Hera 

Scene Camera 
io. Position i)esoription of oene Coznraentary 

1. LS irlw1th helper) 
having a hein hung. 
The girl is standing 
on a table. 
(The above scorie is 
the backround for 
the title "Hening 
and Finishing a lien".) 

2. LS A table with a step- It is easier to have 
stool beside it. a hein hung by stand- 
Two iris walk into Ing on a table. The 
the scene. Joy has ontable top should be 
a skirt which is readyprotected. 
to have the hem hung; 
she oarris a braided 
mat. Mary carries a 
measurin, device and 
a pincushion of pins. 
Joy places the mat 
on the table and uses 
the stop-stool to 
climb up. Mary places 
the pincushion and the 
measurin device on 
the table. 

3. MS Mary checks the The center-front, 
position of the skirt the center-back, arid 
ori the body. the side seams of 

the skirt should be 
perpendicular to the 
floor. 

i1ary confers with Determine the nwi*er 
Joy a s t o the of inche s tua t the distance tuat she garment should be 
wants the hein from from the floor. Maik 
the floor, arid sets a yardstick with a 
the xieasuririg rubber band or use a 
device, patent device which 

may be set for the 
dia tance. 



Scer Caniera 
o. Position 

4. CU 

5. CU 

L)escripLion of scene Comientary 

The measurinb device 
beiz set for the 
desired distance 
from the floor. 

The measuring device 
is held against the 
arment and pins are 

placed in it para- llel to the floor. 
Joy stands still, 
while Mary inov es as 
the pinriin prores- 
ses. 

Hold the measuring 
device against the 
dress. Place the 
pins parallel to 
the floor and about 
two inches apart. 
tarìd still thile 

the skirt is being 
hung; the helper 
should do the movin 

6. MS Joy turns as Mary llave a pin at each 
checks to see that of these places: 
there re pins at center front, center center front, center back, and all seams. baa, and at the 
seans. 

7. LS Joy turns around 
slowly for a reebeck 
as Mary backs away 
and eyes the line 
of pins. 

Turn around slowly 
arid have the line 
of pins checked. 
The pins should Loim 
a straight line 
parallel to the 
floor. 

8. LS Mary adjusts the hen the line formed step-stool at the by the pins has been table. Joy descends, chocked, renove the picks up the mat garmuent. 
and leaves. 



Scene Camera 
No. Position Description of' Soene Coniineritary 

9. £S Joy sitting at the 
table with her bar- 
merit wronb side out. 
She turns the hem to 
the wrong side along 
the line of pins. 
As she turns at a pi 
she removes it and 
pins through both 
thicknesses close to 
the fold and perpen- 
dicular toit. 
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Turn the hem to the 
wrong side along the 
line of' pins, remove 
the pins and re-pin 
the folded edge. 
The pins should be 

i,perpsndicular to the 
edge. 

10. CU Sarna scene. As she 
turns, she removes a 
pin, and pins through 
both thicknesses. 
The pin is perpindu- 
lar to the edge. 

li. MS Joy checking the 
lirio fred at the 
bottom of the hen. 
She finds a warped 
place in the hei- 
line and rorioves the 
pin and replaces it. 

12. CU Joy renoving the pin 
from the warped place 
in the hemline . the 
naterial adjusts itself and she rapins 
the s traightene d hem- 
line. 

The line formed at 
the bottom should 
be smooth. If a pin 
seens to make a 
warped hemline, 
remove it. 

iJotice the material 
adjust itself, then 
rapin the hemline. 

13. SCU Joy with a threaded A short threaa is 
needle. She is get- less likely to 
ting ready to baste. tangle than a long 

thread. 



Scene Canera 
No. Position L1escriptlon of Scene Contary 

14. CU 

15. ECU 

16. SCLT 

Joy wraps the end of 
the thread around 
the tip of her fore- 
finger. She rolls 
the thread between 
the thumb and fore- 
finger. She slips 
the loop off the 
ringer. She holds 
the loop between the 
thumb and forefinger 
and draws it up to 
make a knot. 

The knot. 

Joy with the pinned 
hem held between the 
thumb and first 
finger of each hand. 
lier hands are about 
an inch apart. She 
places the needle 
with the knotted 
thread in the 
jiaterial and brins 
the thimble a)ainst 
the end of the 
needle. She bastee 
by runninL the 
needle in and out 
of the iaterial. 

To make a knot, wrap 
the end of the 
thread around the 
tip of the fore- 
finger. hou the 
thread between the 
thumb and forefifiger. 
Slip the loop of 
the finger. Hoi 
the loop between the 
thumb and the fore- 
finger and draw the 
thread into a firm 
knot. 

Knots are used only 
when bas ti ng. 

To baste, have your 
hands about an inch 
apart and stretch 
the material between 
them. Place your 
needle with a knotted 
thread in the 
material and bring 
the thimble against 
the end of the 
needle. Run the 
needle in and out of 
the cloth by moving 
the right hand and 
wrist up and down. 
Push steadily with 
the thmnbie so that 
the needle moves 
through the cloth. 

17. CU The thimbled finger Try to keep the 
pushing the needle stitches an even 
through the material; length. It saves 
the stitches are re- time to (Det the flee- 
tamed onthe needle. die Lull of stitch. 



Soene Caaera 
No. Position Iesoript1on of Scene Commentary 

IOC' ç.,. .) The stitches on the 
needle are pushed 
onto the tbrsad. 
he continues bast- 

in without renoving 
the needle. 
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nhen the needle is 
full of s ti tche s, 
push the material 
onto the thread and 
continue bas ti% 
without removing 
the needle. 

19. MS Joy removing the pine ttemove the pins. 
from the basted hem. 

20. U Joy with the garment 
wxn side out 
pinning the top oÍ' 

the hem to the gar- 
ment. 

21. LS Joy with the skirt 
ori, right sido out. 
Sh3 tuins for hein- 
line approvai as 
1iary watches. Mary 
sees au uneven spot 
a.id steps up. 

ith the carment 
wron,: side out pin 
up the top oi the 
hem in a number of 
places to prevent 
its falling doi 
when the ariuont is 
tried on for hem- 
lino ar'proval. 

Try on the garment 
and have the hemline 
checked to xnaie sure 
that lt Is even. 

22. CU Mary clips the If the hem1ir is 
basting and xnaì:es uneven, make the 
the change. necessarj changes. 

23. LS Joy again turns for 
hemli approval. 
kary nods her ap- 
provai. Joy walks 
off to remove the 
garment. 
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Scene Cuiera 
io. Peal bio i)esoription of cene Comieútary 

24. MS Joy sittin; at the Remove the pins. 
tab) f inieh1r with 
the removing of pins 
f in the hen. She 
rises and picks up 
the barnnt. 

25. MS Joy slips the skirt Pressing is necess- 
over the ironing ary for goodiewing. 
board and presses 
the hen. 

26. 

27. 

Sou 

Cu 

28. CU 

Joy with the skirt 
wrong side out on 
the table. She 
measures for the 
narrovest part 
of the hen. 

Joy cuts a cardboard 
gauge for the 
desired width of the 
hem. She includes 
ori, this gauge the 
anount to bo turned 
uÀluer. 

Joy usina the gawe. 
She marks the width 
of t'ne ho and the 
amount to be turìed 
wtder with the tailor's chalk. 

29. SCU Joy wIth shears 
making the hem width 
oven by cutting on 
the to p linie fo med 
when marked with 
the gauge aal 
tailor's chalk. 

F1r the narrowest 
part of the heLl. 

Cut a cardboard 
gauge; include on 
this gauge the 
amount to be turcd 
under. 

Uso the au,e and 
mark both lines 
with tailor's chalk. 
The 2;iarka should be 
about two inches 
apart. 

To make a hen even, 
eut along the top 
line foriied when 
marked. 



io' 
Scene 
No. C.P. Description of Scene Lights and Camera 

2?. CU Joy cuts a carboard 
gauge for the desired 
width of the hem. She 
includes on this gauge 
the amount to be turned 
under. 

28. CU Joy using the gauge. She 
marke the hem and the 
amount to be turned with 
tailor's chalk. 

.7: IT I 

29. SCU Joy with shears making 
the hem width even by 
cutting on the top line 
formed when marked with 
the gauge and tailor's 
chalk. 
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Close-up Scenes Presented in the Film 102 
Hanging and Finishing a Hem 

1g 
Scene No. 16 

g 
Scene No. 27 

Scene No. 28 

Scene No. 18 

g 
Scei o. 27 

Scene No. 29 
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Scorie Carriera 
No. Position Lescription of Scene Comntaz 

30. CU Joy turnin the edge Turn the edge to the 
of the hem to the wrori side on the 
wxn side on the second line of mark- 
second lirio of ins and baste. 
ivarkin,s. he bastes 
as she turns. 

31. iS Joy at the sewing Stitch the turrad 
machine. She places edge on the sewing 
the basted ed6e under machina. 
the presser foot and 
stitc s. 

32. CU Stitchirk,. 

33. CU Joy clipping arid re- Clip and re1ove the 
moving the bastings bastins of the 
of the turrad edge. turned edge. 

34. SCU Joy pressing the Press trie hen. 
stitched hem. 

35. 'oy workin, at the 
table. She pins the 
stitched edge to the 
¿,ax'rnent, match in 
conter front, center 
baci: and seaìcs. 

Pin the stitched 
edge of the hen to 
the armerit, iatoh- 
in center front, 
center bacr and 
soaos. 

30. CU Sha makes small To take up the full- pleats in the edge nasa, lay sna11 pleats 
to take up t;he in the edge and pin 
fullness . She pins then to the ¿axient. 
then t c t he g arrien t. 
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Scene Ca'rra 
No. Position Description of Scene Coxmntary 

37. SCU Th center front of ihe pleats ahould 
the skirt showing turn from oither 
that the pleats turn side of the center 
from either side of front toward the 
the cent er tow ard the back. 
back. 

38. LS J07 raises her hand Have your pinned hem 
for the teacher. The approved bof'e 
teacher comes; she bastin(.. 
examina s the pinned 
hem and approves. 

3). ECU Joy sitting at the Ensto the hein in 
table basting the place. 
hexi in place. 

40. MS Theskirt with tile There are several 
hem basted lles on ways of firiishina 
the table. Joy a hem. 
places some basted 
sample hems on the 
table and walks 
away. 

41. L The bulletin board; select a hem finish 
Joy walks into the that is suitable 
scene and examines for the material 
samples of mounted you are workin, on. 
he'n finishes. 

42. CU Hemmed sample This stitch Is used 
labeled tiThe Hem- to sew folded edges 
mina Stitch". to material. 

43. CU Sample hem labeled The slip stitch is 
"The 1ip Stitch". also used for hems. 



Scene Camera 
No. Position 

44. CU 

L'ecriptioAì of Scene 

The third sanpie hem 
1.be1ed 'Tho Catch 
Stitch". 

45. LS Joy turns from the 
bulletin board and 
walks away. 

46. MS Joy returns to the 
table, 1ts iown, 

and picks up a '''le Lea. 

47. SCU 

48. ECU 

Joy holdine; the 
basted saple hen 
over the first 
finger of the left 
hand. She uses her 
thumb and second 
f inber to hold it 
in place. 

Joy fastenine. thread 
tri the folded edo. 
She taies a small 
stitch lut ti fold. 
When the end of the 
thread i at the 
fold, she takes 
another sttch, but 
she holds tne 
Lleedie3 t.ere 
brings both threads 
from the eye of the 
needle wider the 
point of the needle 
from right to left. 
She pulls the needle 
through and tightens 
the temtd. 
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C omnLantary 

The catch stitcn is 
used on woolen and 
other heavy 
irteriais. 

To do the hemming 
stitch place the 
basted hein over the 
first fin;er of the bit hand. hold it 
in place with your 
thumb and second 
finger. This is a 
u1inger ciap". 
To fasten the thread 
take a s'nall stitch 
in the folded edge. 
When the end of the 
thread is at the fold 
take another stitch 
but hold the needle 
there until you bring 
both threads from 
the eye of the needle 
under the point of 
needle from right 
to left. Pull the 
needle through and 
tighten the thread. 



Soene Camera 
Uo. Position Description of Scene Coznnntary 

49. CU The right hand plao- 
ing the needle In the 
material and taking 
up a yarn or two of 
the naterial from 
directly under the 
folded edge. The 
needle is brought 
through. Another 
stitch is taken. 
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With the needle 
pointed toward your 
left shoulder take 
up a yarn or two of 
the iriaterial from 
directly under the 
folded edge. As you 
hem work toward 
yourself. 

60. ECU Hemming sti tcbe a 
being done. 

51. ECU The reverse side Carefully done hem-. 
of the heii. ming should be 

almost invisible 
from the right side. 

52. SCU Joy presses the Form the habit of 
heirìed sa.:ple. pressing. 

53. CU Joy with another The slip stitch is 
sample hem. She baa worked fron rit to 
the thread fasteied left. Fasten the 
in the fold. She thread in the edge 
holds the material of the fold. kxact- 
parallel to herself 'y opposite where 
and works from the thread leaves 
right to left. She t1 fold, put the 
takes a tiuy 8titoh needle into the 
in the material ex-. other piece of 
aetly opposite where material. ake a 
the thread 1aves tiny stitch para- 
the fold. Ue lei to the fold. 
brings it out beside Bring the needle out 
the fold. She takes beside the fold. 
a longer stitch In- 1ake a longer stitch 
side th folded edge iflßide the folded 
and tn a tiny o edge. Again take a 
in the garment, tiny stitch fron the 

garment side. 



Scene Caiera 
No. Position Lescription of Scene ComLxtary 

54. ECU Detall of the slip 
s tit ch. 

55. SCJ Joy presses the slip- iienther to press 
stitched hent, as you work. 

56. ECU The reverse side of 
the s a:ìple. 
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The slip stitch 
should also be alntst 
invisible from the 
right sde. 

57. SCU Joy picks up the To do the catch 
third prepared stitch fasten the 
sample hem and pro- thread in the hein. 
pares to do the 
catch stitch. 

5b. CU Joy ha the hen held ork from left to 
parallel to herself rig1tt by catchln1, a 
with the thread yarn or tvo of the 
fastened at the ariaert and then a 
left. he works stitch in the hem in 
from left to right a zi-za fashion 
in a zig-zag fashion. with the point of the 
he takes a stitch needle always pointed 

in the arrnent tid from rigit to left. 
then one in the hem. 
The needle is always 
pointed to the left. 

59. ECU Joy finishin, the Make the last stitch 
catch stitch. The in the hem. Fasten 
last stitch is taken the thread with two 
in the hei. he tiny s ti tci s over 
fastens the thread each other. 3rin 
by takin. two tiny the needle out be- 
stitches over each tween the two pieces 
other. She brings and cut off the 
the needle out be- thread. 
tween the two pieces 
and cuts the thread. 



Scene 
No. 

Canera 
Pobition Description of Soerie Commentary 

60. OU Joy c1ippizi and Clip and remove the 
removing the bastiris. 
bas tixigs. 

61. SOU Joy pressing the Pressing Is essen- 
finished snp1e. tial for good work- 

manship. 

62. SOU Joy sitting at the Select a hem finish 
table exaninin; the appropriate for the 
three prepared garment. 
sanpie s She compares 
the s a-mp1e s wi th the 
basted hem of her 
skirt in order to 
deteri.tne ihich to 
us e. 

63. MS Joy sitting while The color of the 
doin the hemming thread used for a 
stitch on the hem hem finish should 
of r skirt. match the color ol' 

the garment. 

64. LS Iiary standing xar 
the table waiting 
for Joy. Joy walks 
iii wearIn the 
finished skirt. 
Mary picks up a 
finished bolero 
and helps Joy put it ori. Joy steps 
away and turns as 
Mary watches. 

(The Erid) 



Preview and Evaluation of the Work Print 

The work print of the film Hangin and Piziihing a 

!rn was edited according to the script of Part Ii 01' this 

chapter. Th work print was shown to twenty home 

eoonomic$ teachers attondinb the 1949 umrrior session of 

Oregon State Co11ee. This was done In order to invite 
suggestions for improvin, the film and to facilitate 
future production of the series of films planned in 

Loarnin, to Sew. As a result of this showiri, it was 

suosted that the different types of hem finishes should 

be presented before the ede of the hem was turned. 

Actin on this sugestion, the writer changed the position 
of sorne of the sequences in the work print. Scenes 40-62 

inclusive were inserted followinL scene 29. Scenes 30-39 

inclusive followed scene 62. The last two scenes, 63 ar. 
64, followed scene 39. 

A criticisir offered concerned the use of pleats to 

take in the fullness at the top edge of the hem. It was 

suested that athers t)e used to caso in the fullness. 
lfnhen it was explained that the material usod in the skirt 
was cotton suitina, the group agreed that this ìiateria1 

would not lend itself to the use of gathers. 

Sorne suggestions for additions to the commentary were 

offered: 
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1. Emphasis should be placed upon threadin the 

needle with he eid of bhe thread that comes from the 

spool. This precaution and the ue of a short thread 
helps to prevent the thread from taalin when sewin. 

2. The temperature or the iron shOulCL be c1iecced 

before pressin. The temperature should vary for the 
different kinds of fibers used in tile manufacture of 

fabric. The film did not show checking the temperature 

of the iron; however the temperature was checked previous 

to f i1n1n. 

3. To avoid stretchin, ita edge, the hem should be 

pressed Iron the bottom into the barn, rather than 

parallel with the hei. 

4. Some of the group which previewed the film 

questioned the fact that the film did not enphasize 
pressing the garment when it was finished. The writer had 

felt that pressing had bean stressed throughout the film. 
The final pressing, could be rzientloned in the coxnnientary. 

5. it was enerally agreed that the commentary should 

call attention to the excellent work habits demonstrated 
in the film as: posture, use of ejuipmünt, arid the 
effective ue of both hands to coiservo motions. 
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After the croup of twenty teachers offered these 

criticisme, the filzi was shown a second tiao. A copy of 

the Cheek Sheet for va1uating an Lducatiorial Film, pp. 21 

and 22, was iveu to each teacher. The instructors were 

invited to evaluate the film with thIs device. The re- 

8u1t8 of this evaluation appear in tabulated form on the 

following two pa;es. 

The wrIter belIeves thst few educational films would 

be scored high on all points of the rating sheet. some 

films may rate high on several of the characteristics 

and low on others. 



Check Sheet for Eva1uatiri an Educational ki1m 

Title Huiing and Finishing a Hein 

Charac te ris tics 

1. Content on level with experleace and 
background of pupils 

a. Opens on familiar situation 
b. Calls for certain knowledbe to 

meet the situation 
C. Motivates students to try to 

accomplish the activities 
portrayed 

2. Subject .natter neets 

a. Interests 
b. Abilities 
C. eeds 

3. Provides for extension of experience 

a. Shows wbat something looks like 
b. Shows how It works or lt is done 
C. Presents skill in detail 
d. uives the right names for the 

processes In commentary 

4. Contains factors for remembering 
a. Llht hunior 
b. Unusual association 
e. Repetition 
d. Dramatic Incident 

5. Interest catching techniques 

a. Story treatment 
b. Characterization 
c. Others 

19 

18 

19 
18 
20 

17 
18 
19 

3 

3 
12 

2 
2 
4 

No 

1 

13 
12 

2 
10 

10 
6 
9 

112 
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Characteiistics Yes No 

6. Paced for absorption 

a. Long enoujt ori the scroen 19 
b. Conpilcated scenes repeated 12 4 
C. Repetition with variety of 

scenes and situations 9 6 

7. Contains the tree-fo1d aporoach 

a. Telling i 
b. Showing 17 
C. I)oing 20 

8. SImple Coninientary 

a. Interest provoki and question 
raising 7 3 

b. In 1anguae understood by the 
specific ae group 8 1 

C. Directs students toward ranstery 
of the subject 13 1 

9. Sunmiary at End 

a. Final clinching G 7 
b. J.eview of main points 12 
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It wi11 be noted tiiat the film Hanging and Fini3hlng 

.: was rated high In (1) Content on level with 

experieico and backround of pupils, (2) Subject matter 
meets interets, abilities, needs; and (3) Provides for 
extension of experience. A low ratiri was ivon on (4) 

Contains factors for renieriberixi, (5) Interest catching 
techniques, ad (9) um.mary a1 end. The writer felt that 
this type of denioristration l'iLu does not lend Itself 
particularly well to such interest catchinb techniques 
as humorous or story treataent. A better than averae 

ratin: was given on (6) Paced ror absorption, (7) Contains 

the three-fold approach, and (6) Simple commentary. 

It was encouraging that the preview group was almost 

xnaniniouz in Its approval of points 1, 2, and 3, which the 
writer believes are the most important characterlst.cs of 
any educational filin. 

The fact that the summary at the end received low 

ratIn caused the writer sorne concern. She now realizes 
that a series of iìort f1ash-bacs reviewing the main 

points of ha1inb and finishing a hemn should have been 

included before the final closln scene. This would have 

strengthened the end of the film. 
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This section or the study was inc1ted in order to 

show the detailed procedure that is indispensable in 

produoin. an educational film. The preliminary script 

for the entire film Learning to Sew, the aiended script 

for the film Hanging and iinishing a 1em, the photo- 

static copy of one pae of the production scenario and 

the teacher evaluation are presented to ive a more 

complete picture of the procedure followed in this study. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SWbIARY 

Review of Procedure 

The purpose of this study has been to plan a series of 

short motion pictures to be used as teachin aids in the 

c1othin area of junior hi:h school homemakin classes. 

The writer first nade a reviow of the literature in 

the field of audio-visual aids, p1acin:; special emphasis 

on the use of the motion picture in education. 

Characteristics of educational films, as given by the 

different authorities in that field, were organized into 
a check sheet for evaluation purposes. 

A study was made of the minimum equipment iecessary 

for the production of motion pictures, techniques for 

f ilmin and editin. the films, and the method of' producing 

a sound motion picture. 

The next step was the statement of a philosophy of the 

place of clothin construction as a phase of a total 

homemakin, pros, ran for junior hi1,h school classes. The 

writer proceeded by makin, a detailed outline of the 

subject matter taujt in the clothing units of the home- 

riakjri classes in her school. 

A careful analysis was made of all available motion 
pictures and filmstrips which were related specific.1y to 
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the subject of c1othin construction techniques. Wall 

eharls and other visual aids were Included in the study. 

This infornation was organized in table ror, ar the 

techniques listed were checked against the outline of 

subject iatter taucht in the clothing units of the home- 

rLlaklng classes at La Cthllbre Junior HlJi School. A list 
of the techniques not included 1n the visual aids studied 
was Liado. This list of techniques was the basis for 
planning the series of short motion pictures entit]d 
Learainb to Sew. Each filin planned in this series as a 

subtitle. They are: 

iiaking a Narrow iTem 
App1yin a Triiin 
Preparing and Applying Bias 
Markin and Stitching a uart 
Seams - Lapped and Easy Fell 
Setting in a Sleeve 
Providing, Fu1lie as 
Fastening s 
Hanin; and 1inishinç a Hem 

Scripts were developed for producing each of the f iln 
planned. The last na.iied filin, Hangin and Finishin a 

Hein, was selected to be produced as part of this study. 
In order to acquire production experience and to 

improve the techniques of making an educational fiLt, the 

writer did a "trial f ilmt on The Worked Buttonhole. A 

motion picture producer viewed and criticized the finished 
film. He offered a number of suggestions which the writer 
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has tried to incorporate in the production of the filin for 

this study. 

A detailed production scenario was prepared which 

facilitated the filming of the motion picture Hanging and 

Finishing a Hem. Snggestions given by the motion picture 

producer, the clothing consultant, and the visual aids 

director were incorporated in this scenario. 
The work print of the filin Hanging and Finishing a 

Hein was edited according to the shooting script. It was 

then shown to twenty home economics teachers, who offered 

criticians. They then evaluated it by USlflg the checking 

device worked out in this study. 

Acting on the suggestions given by the teachers, the 

writer reorganized some of the sequences of the work 

print. r2hØjr low ratine of the su.innar or end of the 

filin made the writer realize that she should have included 

a review of the main points of the film by a series of 

flash-backs, which should have come just before the 

closing scene. This would have strengthened the closing 

of the film. 
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C onclus ions 

The growing need for motion pictures that teach 
various phases of hornentakiri is indicated by the number 

of films that contnorcial houses are producin. Three 

years a)o tilO writer ade an inforaal study of motion 
pictures for teaching several phases of homernakin. At 

that time she was unablo to find films on sewin 

techniques. In the present study, the writer found that 
a number of motion pictures have been produced on the 
subject durin the last tiiree years (Chapter II, Part II). 
iost of these films for clothing construction techniques 

have been produced very recently. 
The writer feels that the production of this 

educational motion picture has been a satisfyin; 
experience -- an experience that leaves her with the urbe 
to continue with the production of the other films planned 
in this study. 

There are some limitations associated with motion 
picture production that should be revealed. 

1. Heading that the writer did early in thIs study 
left the impression that the cost of producin a motion 
picture was nominal. Her experienìce With this filin has 
changed this impression. The cost of equipment was hih, 
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£1]ru ws expensive, and the cos t of aúdin a sound txack 

was prohibitive. 
2. A reat deal of tiiae is needed to produce a 

motion picture. The writer had hoped that sorne expon- 

mental filrninß iuiht be done in conjunction with her 

teachin duties. Actually the attenipt proved to be 

iupraotical. i11 fi1niin of the trial flirri and Hari4ng 

Finishing a Hem bad to be dorio outside of school 

tiiio. The photoraphiri of the motion picture for this 
study required approxinately twenty-four hours of time 

after the production script and scenario has been prepared. 

Much time is required when it is necessary to rearrange 

sequences in editing the work print and preparing the 

oriinal film for editing. A total of approxiniately 

thirty hours was spent in edIting this film. 
3. Considerable space is required when filming 

Lidoor long-shots. The average-sized rooms In hones are 

not large enough for this type of photography; t}erefore, 
it is necessary to plan to niake use of a classroom set-up. 

The :ienits of educational films produced by teachers 

overshadow the limitations listed above. If teachers 

produce notion pictios themselves, they will have the 

specific films that aro needed in order to improve their 
teaching. Before a teacher would undertake the production 
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of an educational l'uni, he vou1d probably be interested 

In. ruotion picture photo',raph as a hobby. As a hobby, 

iotion picture photography probably take s no more money 

than niany less creative types of recreatton. Fxcept for 

a sound track, the initial invostnent tri oqiipnent Ls the 

reatost cost of production. 1th. careful planning of 

sequences and ticu1ouß shootin of the scenes, the cost 

of film may be reduced. 

Corisultat±ons with motion picture instructors and 

with both amateur arid professional photographers gave the 

wrIter valuable help and information. She was impressed 

by the bond that seois to exis t between the nenbers of 

the cinema group and their custom of giviri a willin and 

helpful hand wherever possible. 

The writer offers the f ollowinL; suggestions to 

educators who may be interested in producing motion 

pictures for use in the classroom: 

1. The 8nm motion picture equipment is less cot1y 
than l6nwi equipment. Satisfactory silent pictures may be 

produced with this size equipierit. These pictures may be 

projected for classroom use, but they are too small for 

auditorium use. Hearsay indicates that some manu1acturers 

are contemplatin, rakin 8mm equipment with sound. 

2. Motion pictures taken with the lGrYuß equipillent may 

be projected for use in both the classroom and the 
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auditorium. These may be either silent or with sound. 

Silent pictures are taken at 16 frames per second; a 

commentary is needed to explain the picture; soiti'ies 

sound is furnished by recordins that are synchronized 

with the silent ii1m. ouaa pictures are taKen at 24 

frames per second; the service of a recordin laboratory 

must be procured to add. the sound track. 

3. Those teachers who have no understandinb of 

motion picture photoraphy arid equipment may also pla 

motion pictures for their ciasaroon use. A coLìercia1 

producer will shoot the picture according to tue plan. 

He uses 16mm equipment. The finished picture nay be 

silent or with sound. 

4. From experience acquired in the "trial film" the 

writer found that lt is beat not to use print materials 

for a demonstration notion picture. Ti design of the 

material detracts from the technique beine, demonstrated. 

he also discovered that it is wiser to use bright 

colored materials, as they photoraph better than pastels. 

ho commendations 

On the basis of the experience acquired while working 

on this study, tue writer has borrowed a phrase frein lioban 

(11, p. 104) to describe her belief - that teacher-made 

motion pictures have"more plamlinb , more reiìearsirig, more 

thoujit, more timin, and more selection of just the right 
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c11.Lvsry" than any other type or visual aid. iecause of 

this beliof and in order that all teachers may have an 

eQual opportunity to plan their own motion picturs3 for 
aids in teaohin, the writer reconixìiends that (1) school 

syste.:is, city or county, equip a central n.otion picture 

laboratory and provide for the services of a motion 

picture photo;rapher, (2) that the individual teacner, 

or the teachers from a department, or the teacners from 

different schools, or a combination of teachers from 

different departments of the school system meet and plan 

the notion pictures needed and develop the production 

scripts, and (5) that a teaciier or a committee of 

teachers be selected to act as advisor to the photographer, 

who should shoot the picture according to the production 

scripts prepared by the teachers. 

uture P1ais of the Author 

The writer intends to produce the short films 
planned for Learning to ew, The preliminary scripts for 
these films apear on pases 52 through 84 of this study. 

As t Inc and money pe rii t, she plans to produce this 
series at the rate of twenty-four frames per second, a 

speed which will permit the addition of a sound track at 
a later date. 
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The writer plans to use a 1aro viewer and rewiflds 

from a film editin, outfit in her c1asrooni. This will 

make it possible for the pupils who are abseit when the 

filin is projected for class observation to run it by hand 

and observe the action depicted in the motion picture. 

.hen individual pupils vdsh to review the film, this sa 

procedure ìaj be used. This nethod has some adva.ataes 

over projection, for the picture nay be stopped ori any 

frame for further observation and study. 

3uosUons for Fur thor Study 

In many chool aystøs, a e.ìe ra]. homemaking course 

is offered, and in some cases it is required of all 
ninth grade ,irls. rIoe experience is an important part 

of the homemakiri, proram. Pupil3 ¿ain homo experience 

by home practice of school lessons, by beneral helping 

at home, and by home projects. Part of the homexnakin 

pro;raYL is home visitin. by the teacher as well as super- 

vision of home projects. In order that tese hoiie 

projects may be most effective, tne teaclier and student 

need to have the parents' consent, approval arid cooperation 

in the project. 
fl-ie writer sugest that a study might be made of 

typical home projects a.itabie for ninth grade girls. 
íherever possible and when it seems advisable, short motion 

pictures of some of the projects mit be planned and 
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and produced. One typo of film mijit show a pupil 

carryin out a home project effectively; other films 

miit be developed showin step by step how to do 

certain projects. If such films were produced, they ri.iht 

be used by the pupils as self-teaching films. 
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An Outline for Teaohin C1othin to Junior Iiigh School Lirls 

The following is an outline of subject matter taught 

in c1othin units in homemakin classes at La Cunbre 

Junior Hi,h School. The seventh ade classes have an 

ei1iteen week unit in clothing and the ninth èrade devotee 

ten weeks to clothing units. The following section 
presents the roblems that are included in the clothing 
work in these two years at La Cumbre Junior Hiì School. 

It was necessary to set up this detailed analysis of 

techniques taught before che ckinb available visual 
materials. This also guided the planning of those filins 

that the writer believes are needed to supple;isnt avail- 
able filmstrips, films, charts, and posters. 

Clothing Cons truction TechniQues Included 

I. Sewing Equipirent (20, p. 209-212) 

A. Needles - Their nans are sharps, gund downs 
and crewels. 

1. Sharps are medium length, round eyed, and the 
kind most commonly used in sewing. 

2. Ground-downs are short; they are used for very 
fine work and sometines by persons with very short 
fingers. 
3. Crewels are 1on. eyed, about the saíne length 
as sharps and aro used for darning and embroidery. 

Needles ars numbered from 1 to 12. The higher the 
number the Liner the needle. iviost sewin is done with a 
number 8 or nuiber 9 needle; the number 8 being better 
suited for beginners. 
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.8. Thread is bought by name, size, color, and the 
amount on the spool. 

1. Cotton thread cones in sizes 8, 10, 20, 30, 
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and 150. The low 
numbers are coarse and the high numbers are fine. 
For niost sewia'. ntunber 70 thread is satisfsctory. 
Fifty-yard spools or oue-hwidred-yard spools nay 
he purchased. 

2. Mercerized cotton thread comes in all colors, 
in sizes 50 to 100, and on &ie-hundred-yard 
spools. 

3. Silk thread comes in aU colors, but while 
we arò 1earing to sew e will not be using it. 

C. Thimble - A thimble is a ttmust and it is usually 
worn on the middle finî:er of the rit hand. (1, 

p. 17) Thimbles are made of gold, silver, brass, 
nickeled stool, aluminum, arid plastiec. They come in 
sizes i to 12, size 12 being the largest. (17, p. 210) 
Thinbles of nickeisd steel are firm, do not tarnish 
and do not puncture easily, therefore they are suitable 
for junior high school. The small round grooves or 
indentations should extend down the side arid should be 
deep enough to prevent the needle froni s1ippin. It 
is important that a thimble fit well. 

t). scissors and bears (15, pp. 23-24) 

1. Scissors aro less than six luches in 1enth, 
while shears re over six. inches in length. 

2. Embroid cisors nro siel1, with sharp 
points, arid are used for cutting threads but not 
fabrics. 

3. Buttonhole scissors can he sat to preveìt 
outtin the material more than a certain distance. 

4. Pjnkiri shears have blades with sawtooth edges 
snd they are used on fIrmly woven fabrics to 
prevent ravel1n. 

Our school furnishes cutting shears, pinking shears, 
and buttonhole scissors. You will need a small pair of 
scissors for cutting threads. 
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E. Tape Measure and Tu1e These are used for measur- 
ins. Tape measaros should be sixty irches long, they 
should be numbered on both sides, and even rriore cou- 

veulent if num.bered rrom different ends. They should 
be made of cloth and they should have a reta1 tip. 
(17, p. 211) A short rule, about six inches lon, is 

very convenient in a work-box. 

F. Pins are riade oi brass, or iron and of steel. 
(17, p. 212) steel and brass pins are more satis- 
factory than iron pins. Pins may be purchased In 
papers and Ii boxes and are called banker's pins, 
dressmaker's pins, and silk pins. Silk pinìs are fine 
and sharp and are the best to buy. 

J. Pincushion - ithor a incushiou or a box is 
needed to hold pins. 

H. iniery a - Eßery bags aro packed with finely 
around eiery dust which will remove rust from needles 
and pins when they are drawn through it. 

I. Dressmaker's chalk can be purchased white or 
colored and it is convenient to have for marking 
material. 

J. Tote Tray - to hold your equipment. In our school 
we have the tote trays that fit into the cupboard. 
These are removed from the cupboard and placed ini the 
spaces made for them at the work table. bach of you 
has your own toto tray for your equipment. Put a 
piece of adhesive on it with your name. 

II. Gettiri eady to ow 

A. Takin keaaurelaornts 

1. lieiht -ieaure from the necklino at the 
back to the floor. 
2. Hi - j:46a3Ur0 about six inches down from the 
waisti ne or over the fullest part of the hips, 
and circle the body at this point. llave the 
tape measure meet easily. 
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3. Breast or bust - Put the tape measure around 

the body close up under the arms, across the 
fullest part of the bust and straight across the 

back. Have the tape measure rieet easily, not 

snug. Do not let the tape nasure get twisted. 

4. Waist Measure at the natural waistline, 
drawing the tape measure snug but not tight. 

B. Choosin a Simple Garment to Iake 

1. What aro your needs? Nightgowns, slips, and 
pajamas are suggested as good problems to learn 

to sew on. Some of you may use nightgowns while 

others always sleep in pajamas, but all irls use 
slips. 

2. Whatever gaiont that you choose, select a 

pattern for it that has very few pieces, and one 

that could be made easily so that you do not becare 
discouraged while you are learning to sew. 

C. Buying a Pattern 

1. Know the name of the garment you are planning 
to make. 

2. Know the make of the pattern that you have 
selected. 

3. Know the pattern number. 

4. Know the size you need. 

D. How Much Material Do You Need? 

1. Purchase youx pattern first. 

2. Study the pattern chart for the amount of 
material neoded. 

E. Selecting and Purchasing M,teria1 for Your arment 

1. Qualities of a material that will be easy to 
uso: 

(a) A cotton material. 
(b) The material should be firm but not stiff. 
(o) One which handles easily. 
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(d) One which does not ravel. 
(e) One that is relatively plain, avoid 
plaids, cheeks, uneven stripes anì large 
floral designs. 

2. Select material that is suitable for the 
garment you are going to make t 

(a) Good grades of cotton broadcloth, long- 
cloth, cambric and nainsook are satisfactory 
for slips. 

(b) Winter pajamas and nightgowns may be 
made of flannelette, while those for suner 
wear may he made of percale or cotton crepe; 
sometimes gingham is used for making 
pajamas. 

(e) Check these qualities: 

(1) If colored - get fast colors. 

(2) Buy preshrunk or sanforized 
material. 

(3) Make the thumb test for bursting 
strength. (20, p. 241) 

(4) Make the pin test for pulling at 
the seams. (20, p. 241-242) 

(5) iake rubbing test for sizing. 
(20, p. 242) 

3. Decide what findings you need. £indings are 
extra supplies needed to complete a garment, such 
ast thread, buttons, bias tape, elastic, and 
trimmings. 

F. Checking Your Pattern 

1. Check the pieces of pattern bj the direction 
she e t. 

2. write the name of each piece on the piece of 
pattern, like slip front or slip back, etc. 

3. brite your nm on each piece of pattern. 
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4. Have the pa.ttern chocked on you for size. 

G. Making Pattern Alterations (20, p. 417423) 

1. Shortening patterns with tucks. 

2. Narrowing patterus with tucks. 

3. Lorigthoning patterns by splitting and setting 
in paper strips. 

4. Widening patterns by sp1±ttin, and setting 
in paper strips. 

H. Straigìtenixig the End of Cloth (20, p. 44?) 

1. Pull a crosswise thread, starting where the 
cloth is cut the deepest. This nmrks a line on 
which to cut to make the end of the cloth straight. 

2. Then the cloth is folded and smoothed on the 
table, if the corners are not even, the cloth 
can be pulled and stretched until they aro. (20, 
p. 447-448) The cloth must be stretched on the 
bias until solvago will lie on selvage and end on 
end when the material is folded through the center, 

(a) Take hold of the shy corner with one hand 
and the opposite salvage with the other hand 
and pull on the bias. 

(D) Pull until you fool the material stretch 
between your hands. 

(e) Continue pulling the material on the 
bias arid on imaginary lines parallel to the 
first pull, from one end of the cloth to the 
o the r. 

(d) Fold and smooth the material and check 
it for improvement. 

(e) If necessary, repeat the stretching until 
the corrrs fall together. 
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X. Layin. Pattern on the .iiaterlal 

1. 13e suro that you unthrstand the pattern 
rnarkina - the fold, straight of material, oarn 
allowance, dart8, etc. 
2. Lay the pattern pieces on by the guide sheet. 

3. Pin the pattern with the pins at right angle8 
to the cutting edge; do not let any pins exter 
into the cutting margin. 

4. Have the layout c1cked by the teacher. 
J. Cutting Out the (ìarrnent 

1. Use long smooth cutting strokes with the 
shears. 

2. Cut notc1s flOuttt and not "in" 

3. Leave the pattern pinned on each piece until 
you are ready to use it. 

K. Making a Gatge 

1. Cut a piece of cardboard about 3/4" by 3". 

2. Check the sean allowance of your garment and 
measure this amount troni one end of the gauge. 

3. Mark with a pencil. 

4. With scissors cut perpendicular to the edge 
about half way through, and then cut out a piece 
at an angle. This is to be used in measuring your 
seam allowance; later other nieasureints can be 
added to it. 
5. Write your neme ori your gange. 

L. Threading a Needle (9, p. 266) 

1. Cut about 20" of thread from the spool; cut 
at an angle, 
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2. Hold the needl in the left hand and pu&1 the 
thread throuji the eye of the needle with the 
riit hand. 

3. Pull about aix inches of thread through. 

M. nottjxi. the Thread (9, p. 267) 

1. To make a knot, wind the end of the thread 
around the tip of the first tintftr of the left 
hand in a loop. 

2. Roll the two threads of the loop together 
between the thumb and the first f iner. 
3. slip the twisted loop oft the finger and 
pull the thrs*d Into a firm knot. 

4. A knot is used only in baatin,. 
N. earin i'iimblo (9, p. 267) 

1. A needle with ita thread has to be pushed 
through the material when you do band sewing. 

2. You wear a thimble to save your middle 
finor from rott1n.; a hole poked into it. 
3. You can sew much faster after you have 
learned to wear a thimblo. 

o. Pix11i1k 3.! 
iaterial 

1. Take two pieces of your material and pin thera 
to.ther, placin the pins porpendioular to the 
edge, with the heads extorLdin heyoxz the edge of 
the material. 

P. Learnir1h £2. Laate (9, p. 268) 

1. In order to hold two pieces of mat'ia) together 
while you aro stitching, baatin is used. 

2. rjire are even and uneven bastin stitches; 
we will first learn to do the oven basting. 

3. To do even baatini: 
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(a) Hold the pinned material between the 
thumb and the first finger of each hand. 

(b) Place your hands about an inch apart 
and 8 tretch the niaterial between thera. 

(o) With knotted thread, piace your needle 
in the material, arid bring. the thimble 
against the end of the needle. 

(ci) Run the needle in and out of the cloth 
by moving the right hand and wrist up and 
down slihtly. 

(e) Push gently and steadily with the 
thiiuble so that the needle noves through 
the material from right to loft. 
(f) The stitcIs arid the spaces should be 
the saisie size, about long. 

(g) When the needle is 1l1 of basting 
stitches, push the material onto the thread 
and continue without renioving the needle 
until the stitching is firished. 

(h) Fasten the thread by taking two or three 
small stitcs over each other. 
(i) Always baste just below the seam line, 
so that the machine stitching will not catch 
the bastings. 

Q. M*ing .a Tailor8 Tack (9, p. 432) (16, p. l6.'17) 

1. Before the pattern is removed from the material, 
study each piece carefully to determine if darts, 
pleats or tucks are to be made. 

2. To make tailor's tacks, uso a double thread 
without a knot; different colored thread may be 
used to mark darts or tucks, etc. 
3. Take a small stitch through the perforation on 
the pattern and through both thicknesses of 
materia].. 
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4. Leave an end of thread two or three inches in 
length. 

5. Take a seoond stitch on top of the first one. 

6. Leave a gonerou8 loop when pulling the thread 
thxvuh. 

7. Cut the thread leavi% an end of two or three 
inches long, or stretch the thread to the next 
perforation and repeat, and continua until all 
perforations have been marked. 

8. Cut the double threads that are between the 
perforations. 
9. i:erìove the pattern. 

10. Pull the two pieces of material as far apart 
as the loop will permit. 
il. Cut the thread half way between the two pieces 
of material, beinj, cautious not to snip the 
fabric. Both halves of the material are now marked 
alike. 

R. Learnin the Parts of a ewin Liachine. 

1. With the help of the manual for the make or 
type of sewing machine, locate the principal 
parts of the sewing machine. (15, p. 28-29) 
(16, p. 30) (19, p. 3-4) 

(a) Head - the complete sewinC machine. 

(b) Arm - the curved part of the head. 

(e) Spool pin - the spindle 1ch holds the 
spool. 

(d) Bed - the flat part of the head. 

(e) Balance Vhee1 - the wheel at the right of 
the head. 

(f) Stop-motion screw - located near the 
center of tho balance wheel. 
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(g) Bobbin winder the noechanism for auto- 
matically windiri tI bobbin. 

(h) Stitch regulator - controls the length 
of the stitch. 
(i) Upper tension - controls the delivery of 
the tbread from the spool. 

(j) Thread take-up - the mechanism that pulls 
up the slack in the thread. 

(k) Thread guide - supports the thread as it 
passes from the spool to the tension mechanin. 

(1) Needle bar - the bar that holds the 
needle. 

(in) Presser bar - holds the presser foot 
which holds the fabric against the feed-dog 
when sewing. 

(n.) Presser bar lifter - raises the presser 
bar and presser foot. 

(o) Face plate - vertical plate at the left 
of the arm, 

(p) Throat plate - the plate through which 
the needle passes, and through which the 
feed-dog projects upward. 

(q) 1eed-dog - the toothed part which projects 
through the throat plate and carries the 
fabric under the presser foot when stitching. 
(r) The bed slide - the flat plate at the 
left of the bed which gives access to the 
lower mechanism. 

(8) Bobbin - the metal spool on which thread 
is wound to furnish the lower thread supply. 

(t) Shuttle or bobbin case - the container 
in which the bobbin is p1nced. 
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which enters a loop of thread arid carries lt 
around the bobbin case to form a lock 
stitch. 
(y) Lower tension the spring on the bobbin 
case which controls the delivery of the 
thread from the bobbin. 

(w) Drive wheel - t1 largo wheel under the 
table which in foot power niaohirs is 
connected with the balance wheel by a belt. 
(x) Treadle - the foot rest by which a 
foot power machine is run. 

(y) Pitman rod - connects the treadle and 
drive viaeol, so that when the treadle is 
operated, the drive wheel revolves. 

8. Learning to Use a Sewing Machine (20, p. 222-225) ______ __ - - 
1. Learn to open it carefully and noiselessly. 
2. Ad jus t your chair so that the front edge is 
even with the iiaehine. 

3. Lit squarely in the chair. 

4. Do not thread the machine. Loosen the stop- 
motion screw so that the other nechanical parts 
of the head will not run. 

5. Place both feet on the treadle; choose a 
position that is comfortable for you. 

6. Piace your right hand on the balance wheel 
and nove it in the oorrect direction, keep 
turning it until you feel the rhythm. of the 
treadle motion With your feet. Then catch that 
motion with your feet and continus it by treadi- 
Ing; rexìiove your hand from the balance wheel. 

7. Practice starting and stopping until you can 
do it smoothly. 

8. You are now ready to practice stitching, so 
tighten the stop-notion screw. 
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9. Practice sowin., on paper without thread; the 
needle holes will show you how you are doing. 

10. Placo the paper uier the presser Loot and 
then lower the presser foot; turn the balance 
wheel and start treadlin, the paper will carry 
away from you. 

11. Never run the niachirie without something 
between the presser foot and the feed-dog for the teeth will become smooth and will not carry the naterial alone. 

12. Try stitching a straight line bT following the liras of the paper. Hemexrïber that 'actice 
makes perfect" so do not become discouraged if at first the line of stitching is not straight. 
13. Use your left hand to uide the paper, 
holding lt between the thumb and fingers; 
remener not to pull the material through the 
presser foot but lot the machine carry it along. 
seep your right hand on the machine table near 
the balance wheel so that lt will be ready to 
stop and start the machine as needed. 

14. When you can stitch a strait line, take 
your gauge ax1 practice stitching yow' seam 
allowance fiom the edge of the material. 
15. When yotu needle holes tell you that you 
can stitch straight, you are ready to practice 
on cloth ith the machine threaded. 
16. If you are using an electric machine, you do 
not treadle, but you start the machine by 
pressing your right knee or right foot against 
the knee or foot lever, depending on the type of lever. Your right hand is used to encourage the 
balance wheel to turn. Practice controlling 
the speed of the machine until you can make it 

o as slowly or as rapidly as you wish. 

T. Threading a Machine 

1. Study the directions for tbrading the machine, 
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2. Place the thread on the spool pin, and carry 
it through the guido to the tension. 

3. Take the thread through the tension, the 
take-up, the thread guides on the Lace plate and 
finally through the needle's eye; see that the 
take-up is at its highest point. 

4. i3e sure that you know bow the thread should 
pass through the needle; sorne mach lue s are so 
constructed that lt nust pass f rom left to right 
while other models have lt pass from right to 
left. 

5. Place the bobbin in the bobbin case, but first 
determine whether the thread should unwind clock- 
wise or counter-clock-wise for there aro two 
types of sewing machines. 

6. Pass the thread into the slit and under the 
lower tension. 

7. Bring the thread from the bobbin to the 
machine table by taking a Lull turn of the balance 
wheel with your hand. Bring the needle to its 
highest position and pull the top thread gently 
until it brings the lower thread up. 

e. Pull both threads back ur1er the presser 
foot, so that they will not be caught in the 
sewing. 

U. Stitching on Material 

1. While you are learning to stitch you may use 
the pieces that you practiced basting on, or you 
may baste some other pieces together. 

(a) Insert the material under the presser foot 
with the beginning of the som directly under 
the needle Lower the presser Loot. 

(b) Treadle or press the knee or foot lover, 
and keep the anachine going steadily. Watch 
the edge of the esser Loot and keep it an 
even distance from the odg 'e of the material, 
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(c) Near the end of the seam slow down and 
then stop at the end. Remember never to run 
the machine wi thout some thing between the 
presser foot and the feed-dog. 

(d) I3ring the needle bar to its highest point, 
have the thread take-up at its highest point, 
raise the presser foot and pull the material 
back from under the presser foot, with the 
top thread between the toes of the pmsser 
foot. 

(e) Cut the threads, leaving the ends long 
enough to tie together. 

(t) Keep practicing stitching on material 
until you can do it straight. Remember that 
"practice makes perfect". 

V. Sewing on Your àazient 

1. Darts-are used to take out fullness where you 
do not want it and to put in fullness where you 
need it. (16, p. 185-186) 

(a) On the wrong side of the material match 
the tailor's tacks that forni the V or the 
tapered ends and pin thorn. 

(b) Baste on this line. 

(o) Darts may be stitched from either the wide 
end (20, p. 9O) or the point of the dart (16, 
p. 186). In either way the ends of the dart 
should be curved slightly in the stitching to 
avoid points. 

(1) A convenient way to stitch darts to 
avoid tying the threads at the tip of the 
dart is to pull the thread out of the noodle, 
and put the bobbin thread through. the needle 
in reverso order, tie both threads together. 

1nd the thread onto the spool until the knot 
is on the spool. then stitching with this 
continuous thread the stitching must start at 
the tip of the dart. One must be cautious to 
have enough bobbin thread wound on the spool so 
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that when stitching the knot does not get 
into the tension, 

(d) Clip and reïn.ove the bastings. 

(e) Narrow darts are left uncut, thile wide 
ones are out arid pressed open. If the 
niaterial is a washable one the cut edges are 
overcast, otherwise they may be pinked. 

(f) AU darts should be pressed from the 
right side. 

(g) Darts should be made in the individual 
pieces of materia], before the pieces are put 
together. 

2. eanis ßtudy your garment and then see if you 
can select an appropriato seam or seatns for it, by 
watchin this demonstration. 

(a) Plain sea. 
(1) Lay the right sides of the two pieces 
of material together. 

(2) Match the notches. 

(3) Pin perpendicular to the edge. 
at Place the pins with their heads 
extended beyonc). the edge of the 
material. 
b' eep the material flat on the 
table so that the edges will not 
stretch out of shape. 

o, Have the pins three or four inches 
apart. 

(4) E3riste the seanis, using even stitches 
about inch long. 

a' Place the line of basting just 
below the seam allowance, so that the 
machine stitching will not catch the 
basting, thread; use your gange. 
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b' baste across the pins; renove 
each pin after it ha8 been passed. 

o' At the end fasten the thread 
securely by placing two small 
stitches over each other. 

(5) Stitch as far from the edge as the 
width of the seam allowance, using your 
gauge as a guide. 

(6) Clip and remove the bastings. 
(7) Select a seam finish appropriate 
to the fabric and the location of the 
seam. 

a' 0vercastin Stitch (13, p. 407) 

1' Hold the raw edge of the seam 
in the loft hand. 

1asten the thread in the seam 
and work from right to left by 
making diagonal stitches over 
the ede. 
3' ork from the right side and 
take the s titohe s about 1/8 inch 
deep. 

4' Make the stitches twice as far apart as they are deep ar1 
never draw them tight. 

b' Blanket Stitch (13, p. 408) 

1' Hold the material in the left 
hand so that the edge to be 
finished is toward you. 

2 ' Fasten the thread by taking 
several stitches over each other 
on the extreme loft side of the 
edge to be finished. The stitches 
should be taken as deep in the 
edge as the desired finish. 
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3V Work from left to right. 
Swine, the thread down and to the 
right and take a stitch perpendi 
eular to the edge and bring the 
thread up through the loop. Pull 
the stitch tight enoua to make 
It firm, but not so tight as to 
pucker the material. 

4' Continuo swinging the thread 
down, taking a stitch, and bring 
Ing the needle up through the 
loop. Make the stitches about 
Indi apart. 

5' I'asten the thread by taking 
several BmaU stitches over each 
other in an inoonspicuou place. 

e' Stitched Back 

i' Turn an edge to the wrong 
side about 1/8 inch deep. 

2' Finger press and baste. 

3' Stitch. 

4V Clip and remove bastings. 

d' There are other fInishes for plain 
seams but they are not appropriate 
for cotton materials. 

(8) Press open the finished seam on the 
right aide. 

(9.) Press on the wrong side, opened or 
closed according to the finish and 
position of the seam. (20, p. 437) 

at When to press opon. 

1' 1ion they are piecing seams 
in nontransparent fabrics. 

2' When they are sido seams in 
skirts. 
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bt When to press closed. 

1' ivhen they are at backs of 
plaits. 

21 When they join waist and 
skirt. 

31 then they are armhole seams. 

4t Wlon they cross plaits or 
e 

(b) French Seam - A seam within a seam. 

( 1 ) Place the wron, s Id e s of the 
material together, edges even, notches 
matohink,erida even, and pin them 
together with the pins perpendicular to 
the edge. 

(2) Baste the seam allowance. 

(3) Stitch as far to the right or the 
sean allowance as the desired width of 
the finished seam, usually inch. 

(4) Trim down this seam to 1/8 inch 
or less; eut off all ravelings. 

(5) Clip and remove bastings, crease 
the seam open on the wrong aide, 
turning both edges the sai way on the 
right side. 

(6) Press along seam on the wrong side. 

(7) Turn the garment so that the right 
sides of the two pieces are together, 
and form a new seam edge directly along 
the line of stitching. Crease, then 
press. 

(8) Pin at intervals of about 3 or 4 
inches. The pins should be perpendicular 
to the edge. 
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(9) Baste, placing the line of basting 
a little beyond the original seam 
allowance. 

(.0) Stitch along the seam allowance. 

(11) Clip and remove bastings. 

(12) Press the seam open on the right 
side. 

(o) Lapped Seam (20, p. 435) (15, p. 111) 

(1) Decide which side 8hould be on top; 
it is the side of t seam that shows 
the stitching. When there is more 
fullness in one edge than the other, the 
one without fullness goes on top. 

(2) Turn to the wrong sida the seam 
allowance of the top piece; use your 
gauge. 

a' Be careful not to stretch the 
top piece. 

b' If the seam line is curved, 
clip the edge at several places so 
that it will not pucker. 

' Pta. and then baste about incb 
irom tile io1. 
d' Presa carefully. 

(3) Mark the seam line on the other part 
of the seam with pins parallel to the 
raw edge. Do this on the right side, 

(4) Lap the seaxui edges until the folded 
edge touohes the line of pins; be careful 
to match notches. 

Smooth and pat the seam into 
place until the ends are even. 

b' Pin perpendicular to the edge and 
rather close together. 
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o' Look at the wrong sido to see if the notches aro still matched 
and the raw edges of both pieces 
are oven. 

(5) Baste the folded edge in place arid 
reiove the pins. 
(6) Stitch as near the fold as desired. 
(7) Clip the bastins and remove them, 

(8) Press. 

(a) Easy Fell b& (20, p. 431) 

(1) Place the wrong aides of the 
material together, allowing the under 
sido to extend 1/8 inch beyond the 
upper aide, ax with one sot of notches just above the other. 
(2) Pin by placing the pins about an 
inch from the edges, but perpendicular 
to them. 

(3) Fold the extended edge over the 
other edge and baste the three thick 
nesses together; remove the pins. 
(4) Plaoo the seam in the machine with 
the raw edges underneath and 8titeh on 
a now lino inch from the folded edge. 

(5) Finger crease open the sean on the 
wrong side of the garment, making sure 
that the seam on the riet side turns 
with the raw edges hidden. 

(6) Press open on the wxng side as 
creased, holding the seam in the right 
position on the right side. 

(7) Pin, then baste the seam down on 
the right side. Remove the pine. 
(8) Place in the machine with the 
original stitching to the left and the 
fold to the right. Stitch close to the 
fold. 
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(9) Clip and remove bastings. 

(10) Press on the right side. 

(The easy fell seam is very appropriate for pajamas.) 

3. Edge Finishes - Different garments require 
different ways of finishing the edges. 

(a) Narrow !L22 

(1) If you are making a nightgown or a 
slip you will probably inset this problem. 

(2) To make the hem turn a narrow amount 
of material to the wrong side by: 

a' Hold the material between the 
thumb and the first finger of each 
band. 

b' With the thumb of the left hand 
turn down the desir ed amount o f 
material. This should be turned 
toward you. Baste. 

C' As you baste keep the thumb 
turning down the material, keeping 
it an even amount. 

d' When this first turn has been 
finished, turzi down a second time 
and baste. Be sure that you have 
the hem absolutely even. If you 
cannot auge it with your eye, add 
this amount to your gauge and 
measure with it. 

e' Hem with the hemming stitch. 

(3) Hexnmin. ' Stitch (16, p. 21) This 
stitch is used to sew folded edges to 
material. The stitches should hardly 
show on the right side. 

a' Place the basted hem of your 
material over the first finger of 
your loft hand and hold. it in place 
with your thumb and second finger. 
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We will call this a "finger clamp". 

b' Fasten the thread in the 
folded edge by taking a sivall 
stitch; when the end of the thread is at the fold take another stitch 
but hold the needle there until you 
bring bo th threads from the eye of 
the needle under the point of the 
needle from right to left. Pull the 
needle through and tighten the 
thread. 

o' With the needle pointed toward 
the left shoulder take up a thread 
or two from the material before 
oing through the folded edge. 

d' 1dork toward yourself. 
(b) Lace (18, p. 80) 

(i) Hem the material first. 
(2) Put the right side of the lace to 
the right side of the hem, edges 
together. 

(3) If the lace is to be gathered, pull 
one of the threads in the edge of the lace. 

(4) Hold the hem and the lace together 
between the thumb and the first finger of the left hand, with the lace toward 
you. 

(5) Work from right to left and catch just a thread of the fabric and the edge of the lace together with the over- 
handing stitch. 
(6) To join the lace overlap the enda 
of the lace with the pattern matching and 
hem it. 
(7) 0verhandin Stitch (13, p. 408) 
(20, p. 443-444). This stitch is used to hold two finished or folded edges 
together, as in sewing two selvageato- gather, sewing lace on a hem, or putting 
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a hem In a napkin or tablecloth. 
a' Place the right sides of the 
material together. 

b' Hold the edges to be overhanded 
in a horizontal position with the 
tbnb and the first finger of the 
left hand. 

o' Fasten the thread at the edge of 
the material and work from right to 
left, usine, a single thread. 

a, Uth the needle pointed towards 
you, bring it through the material 
at riit angles making very shallow 
s ti tetis s. 

e' Keep the stitches close toether 
and all the same depth in the 
material. 
f' Pull the t1'ead firmly, but not 
so tight that it wrinkles the edge 
or forms a ridge. 

g' Fasten the thread securely at 
the end. 

h' Spread the two overhanded pieces, 
and press from the right side. The 
stitches should be almost invisible 
from the right side. 

(c) Bias Binding or Facing If you are making 
pajamas, often the top part is either faced 
or bound with bias, especially around the 
sleeves and the neck. True bias can be 
stretched to fit curves. 

(1) To cut bias (2, p. 37) (20, p. 375 
377) - - 

a' Fold the ìaterial so that the 
salvage lies parallel to a crosswise 
thread, then pin into position. 
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b' Cut the fold, being careful not 
to stretch the material nor to cut 
a jagged edge. You now have two 
pieces of material lyin on each 
other with their true bias edges 
together. 

o' From the bias edge, raea8ure the 
desired width of the bias strip, 
mark with aie' s chalk, and 
cut. 

(2) To join bias 
a' Make sure that the ends of each 
strip are selvages or are out on the 
straight of the material. 
b' Lar two strips with their right 
siâs together and their ends 
parallel to each other; the lengths 
will be perpendicular. 

c' Slip the ends along on each 
other until the corners of each piece 
extend beyond about t inch. 

d' Pin perpendicular to the edge 
and then baste. 

e' Stitth from angle to anglo which 
was formed by the extended ends; 
this prevents a jog in the joined 
pieces. 
ft Press the seam open. 

(3) Tousobias-Aneasywaytouse 
bias as Tiiñding or as a facing (16, p. 
188) t 

a' Fold the bias in half, wrong 
sides together, and press. Avoid 
stretching the bias by using the 
iron as a weight and by not moving it on the bias fold. 
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b' Pin the two raw edges of the 
bias to the raw edge of the material, 
on the right side if it is to be 
henLed, and on the wrong side if it is to be atitohed. 
Cv E3aste, ruaove the pins, and stitch. 
d' Clip and remove the bastings 
and tie the threads. 
o Trim the edge to within ii? 
Df the stitching. 
f' If binding, bring folded edge 
over the raw edge to the stitching; 
if facing bring the folded edge all 
the way over leaving a slight line 
of the garment extended beyond. 

g' Pin and then baste. 
h' Remove the pins and either hein 
or stitch depending on which side 
of the garment the binding or 
facing turns. 

4, Gathering and Shirring (8, p. 557-558) 

(a) Gathering stitches are made exactly like 
running stitches. These are made as you did 
your even basting, except that the stitches 
are flR de tiny. Knot your thread, thon fi li the 
needle with stitches and push them back on 
the thread. (18, p. 30) 

(b) Shirririg is made by placing rows of 
gathers or under the other. Space the rows 
as desired. (18, p. 30) In shirring it is 
espocially important to uso thread of the same 
color as the , arment and to take stitches of 
unifora length. (8, p. 558) 

(o) Gathering and shirring may also be done 
by machine, using a long stitch, loosening 
the upper tension slightly, and after stitching 
drawing up the ler thread. (8, p. 558) (18, p. 
52) 
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(a) Spacing gathers or shirririg. 

(1) Divide the material to be gathered 
into four or more equal spaces and 
mark with thread or chalk. 

(2) Divide into the saae number of 
spaces the section to which the gathered 
portion is to be applied, and nark it 
likewise. 

(3) Afj making the gathe ring stit oho s, 
pin the two pieces of material together, 
matching the markings. 

(4) Pull up the gathering thread or 
threads and wind the end or ends around 
a pin. 

(5) Distribute the gathers evenly in 
the section, pin them in place and then 
baste. 

(6) then stitching, keep the gathered 
section up so you can watch and control 
it. 

Setting in a Sleeve (18, p. 60-61) 

(a) Make the underarm seam or the sleeve. 

(b) Make two rows of gathers around the top 
between the notches, one on the seam line and 
the other above. 

(c) Have the sleeve rig3at side out and the 
garment wrong sido out. 

(a) With the right sides together, pin the 
sleeve in the armhole with the seams matched. 

(1) Hold the sleeve toward you. 

(2) Match the notches and the shoulder 
line. 
(3) Space the gathers evenly after 
drawing up the threads, and pin them into 
position. Remember to always pin at 
right angles to the ede to be basted. 
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(e) Baste along the seam line with 31a811 
stitche s. 

(f) Try on the garment to see how the 
sleeve fits. 
() Stitch the sleeve into the armhole. 

(1) Start stitohing at the underarm 
s e an. 

(2) Have the sleeve side of the seam 
up in the sewin' machine. 

(h) Clip and remove the bastings. 

(i) Press the seaì. 

(j) In cottons and other washable nterials, 
blan1t stitch the seam for the finish. 

6. Fastenings 

(a) Buttonholes (2, p. 64) (8, p. 587..588) 
The buttonhole stitch is used when making a 
hand worked buttonhole. It may also be used 
to sew hooks aixi eyes as well as snaps onto 
a garment. To make a buttonhole: 

(1) Mark the place for the buttonhole; 
the size depends upon the size of the 
button. 

a' Buttonholes may be strengthened 
by machine stitching before cut tins 
or they may be strengthened by 
stranding and overcasting after 
cutting. 
b' Buttonholes may be nade with a 
fari and a bar or with two bars. 

(2) Cut the buttonhole; fasten the 
thread at one end and strand the hole by 
having the strands on the right side of 
the buttonhole run lengthwise of the hole 
and the strands on the wrong side being 
very short as they run across the ends. 
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Go around the hole two tines with the 
strands and tn overcast the buttonhole. 
Overcast the cut edos with short stitches; 
these have two purposes: they hold t1 

two pieces of the heni together and they 
also prevent the slit from rave1iriç, 

(3) To make a buttonhole start to work 
at the end that will riot receive the 
strain when used; the fan is always 
placed next to the button. Work from 
right to left. 
(4) Hold the slit a1on the first finger 
of your left hand. 

(5) Put your needle into the slit, 
bringing it out througa the iiaterial 
towards you just below the overcasting 
stitches and in ithe with the end of the 
slit. 
(6). Before you pull the thread through, 
bring the two threads that coma from the 
eye of the needle around and ur1er the 
point of the needle from right to left. 
(7) Draw the needle out of the material, 
and straight up from the edge of the 
slit in order to place the knot or 
"purl" on the raw edge. Do not pull the 
thread too tit or the iaterial will 
pucker. 

(8) ake the stitches close enough so 
that the purls touch each other but do 
not overlap. 

(9) At the first end, let the stitches 
spread out like a fan. Start the fai 
before the end is reached in order that 
the puns will not overlap. It takes 
about five stitches to nake the fan. 

(10) Continue doing the buttonhole stitch 
until you reach the other end. 
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(1].) Take two stitches across the end of 
the buttonhole, and cover these with 
blanket stitches which are made cross- 
wise. This makes the bar. 
(12) Push the needle to the wron side 
of the material at the end of the bar and 
fasten the thread by takth; several tiny 
stitches over each other. 

(b) Buttons (17, p. 259) (18, p. 74) (9, p. 
274) 

Before sewin, ou buttons, the button holes 
should be made and the place for the buttons 
located. 

(i) Mark the place where the button 
sbould o with a pIn. 

(2) }asten the thread into the natcrlal 
at this point. 

(5) ew throuh the button. 

(4) Placo a pin on top of the button 
under the stitch. 
(5) Continuo sewin until sufficiently 
Li ru. 

(6) emove the pin and wind the thread 
under the button several times. This 
stem or shank makes it easy to button a 
garment of hcav material. 

(7) Fasten the thread securely on the 
wrong side. 

(o) Hooks and Eyes (1, p. 61) (20, p. 416- 
417) Use straigWt eyes where edges of Larment 
overlap. Use round eyes where the edes meet. 

(1) Mark the position for the hook and 
eye. 

a Sew each hook in three places; 
through the two rings and at Its 
end. 
b' Use either overhand or button- 
hole stitch. 
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e' Use thread to match the color 
of the garment. 

d' Do not let the stitches show 
through on the right side. 

e' Sew the eye exactly opposite 
the hook. 

(d) Snaps (1, p. 61) 

(1) Mark position for snaps, spacing 
evenly. 

(2) Through a hole sew in place with 
either the overhand or the buttonhole 
stitch. 

(3) Do not let stitches show on the 
right side of garment. 

(4) Slide needle and thread under snap 
to the next hole, and continue. 

(e) Slide lastenors (20, p. 449-455) 
(8, p. 483-484) (18, p. 66-88) 

(1) Leave the opening for the slide 
fastener -" longer than the zipper. 

(2) Follow the instructions for 
inserting the particular type - neck 
opening, skirt opening, or dress 
placket. 

7. Haning - The normal hemline, or the 
finished edge of a garment, is the same distance 
from the floor at all points. The distance from 
the floor depends upon the season's style. 
(13, p. 340) (20, p. 308-309) (20, p. 411-413) 

(a) Everything about a garment should be 
finished before it is hung. 

(b) The 5ariuexit should set freely on the 
wearer. 
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(e) The wearer should stand on a strong 
table iii a natural pos t e with her arrns 
hanging at her sides, and 1ook1n strait 
ahead. 

(d) Determine the number of inches that the 
armert should be from the floor and mark 

with a rubber band on the yardstick, or one 
may use a patent device. 

(e) Hold tb yardstick with your left hafld 
against the dress, and perpendicular to the 
floor. 

(f) Vith your right hand place a pin in the 
dress in line viith the rubber band and 
parallel to the floor. 

() Place the pins about two inches apart. 

(h) Have a pin at each of those places: 
center front, center back, all seaLs, ì11 

edbes. (20, p. 309) 

(i) then you have gone all the wa around 
look to seo if tile pins £orn a straight line 
parallel to the floor. 

( j ) Have the wearer turn around and roche ck 
with the yardstick. 

(k) Vthen straigIt reniove the barmont. 

(1) Turn hem to wrong side alona line of 
pins, reraove pins and place thei 
perpendicular to the fold - the line forned 
at the bottom should be smooth. 

(in) Baste the fold and remove te pins. 

(n) With the :arent wrong sihe out, pin up 
the top of the hoxr in several places to 
prevent its f allin down when the barme-1t is 

tried on aain for hem-line approvai. 
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(o) Try on the garment and have the hemlin.e 
inspected to niake sure that lt is even. If 
uneven make the necessary changes and. then 
re;rove the pins. 

(p) Hunt for the narrowest part of the hen; 
use this for the rneasureuent of' the 1ieiì and 
make acardboard gauge this size. Notch the 
bauge - inch from one end for the anount to 
be turned under. 

(q) Use the haube and chalk to establish 
both the width of the hem and the aiiount to 
be turned under. 

(r) To make the hem even, cut a1on the top 
markings. 

(s) Turn edge down to wron side on second 
1in rnark1n and baste. Stitch it on the 
sewin machine . Clip and remove tuo 
bas tlns. 
(t) Pin the hem to the garnent, riiatcbin 
center front, center back, soaiiIs, etc. To 
take up fullness lay sniall plaits in the 
ede and pin then to the ariaerit. These 
should turn fron either side of the center 
front towards tne baca. 

(u) taste the hem In place. 

(y) Cotton armeuts are benerally finished 
with the hening stitch. You learned to do 
this stitch when you made your narrow hems. 

(w) Other ways that hems are sonietines 
finished are: 

(1) Slip Stitch (2, p. 19) (15, p. 
114) (20, p. 446) slip stitch Is 
often used as a henUning stitch or as 
a basting stitch. It is made with the 
fold of one piece of fabric lying on 
another piece, or it may be made 
between two folds. It is done from. 
right to left. 
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a1 ia&teri the tbread in the fold. 

b ' ixac tly oppos I to wile re the 
thread leaves the fold stick the 
needle Into the other piece of 
matopial and take a stitch parallel 
to the fold aíxd brirx the needle 
out beside tilO fold. 
Ct 'xaot1y opposite the point where 
the needle emere, stick the 
needle into the fold, lot it run 
alon in the fold, arid brin it out 
through the edge of the fold. 

d' hepeat until kinished. 

e' Pull thread snugly and fasten. 
(2) Catch Stitch (2, p. 20) T1 catch 
stitch is used to hold facin,s in place 
and it is often used in place of the 
henmin. stitch when putting hens in 
¿arnonts, especially those of woolen 
nate rial. 

a' piave the heii basted. 

bt i'asten the tì.read in the hem. 

cl or1c from left to rlt, catch 
a thread in the garment and then 
one in the hein in a zig-zag fashion, 
with the needle always pointed 
from right to left. 

d' Repeat until finished. 
e' Make the last stitch in the hein 
and take two stitcies over it to 
fasten the thread. 

f' rl the needle out between 
the two pieces and cut off the 
thread. 
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' Clip and remove the bastins. 

b' Presí ori bhe right side. 


